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ABSTRACT
The first part of this work is a theoretical study 
of localized excess electron states in ammonia and water. 
The calculations of this study are based on a semicon­
tinuum model which consists of the excess electron, its 
nearest neighbor solvent molecules and a dielectric 
continuum. A comparison of some theoretical results with 
experimental properties is made. It is found that 
theoretically calculated changes in the optical transition 
energy with variations in temperature and pressure are 
qualitatively in agreement with experimental results. 
Studies of the mixed solvent system of ammonia-water were 
inconclusive. The dielectron (two electrons per cavity) 
is predicted to be unstable. The location of the higher 
excited states of the localized electron are predicted as 
are modifications of the model.
A theory of outer sphere electron transfer reactions 
in polar solvents is also developed which utilizes the 
same division of solvent into two regions —  solvation 
.layer and continuum. A quantum mechanical expression for 
the electron transfer probability is derived which pre­
dicts a temperature dependent activation energy in many 
cases.




The solvated electron as a separate and distinct 
chemical species has been widely accepted and its proper­
ties have been the subject of many experimental and 
theoretical studies. The electron is said to be "solvated" 
(e”solv) if the most stable state is one in which the 
electron density is localized about one point and the 
medium is fully relaxed with respect to the electron. The 
other possibility is that the electron is a delocalized 
(quasifree) state such that its density extends over a 
larger macroscopic volume of the liquid. Many types of 
media have been shown to support this solvated state: in 
ionic crystals electrons are trapped at anion vacancies and 
are known as "F" centers, in the liquid state they appear 
in many solvents from non-polar liquid helium to the very 
polar water and liquid ammonia. The lifetime of the trapped 
species may vary considerably; electrons in ammonia will re­
main stable for days while solvated electrons in other 
solvents generally exist for microseconds. The solvated 
electron plays a fundamental role in many chemical pro­
cesses. It is the primary reducing species in many re­
actions in aqueous solution,'1' e.g. the Birch reduction
2which is a standard organic preparation method. It is now
1
2
believed that the hydrated electron (e solv in water) and 
not the hydrogen atom is the primary reactive "element” 
formed in the radiolysis of water.1 To predict and 
describe the properties of electrons in such diverse media 
is a challenge to theory particularly since theories of 
liquids have not been highly developed. There has been a 
rapid accumulation of experimental information which theory 
seeks to interpret, but as yet there is not one completely 
coherent picture emerging from these studies of the 
solvated electron.
It is impossible to mention all the experiments that
have been done on these systems. Within the last five
years tremendous advances in technology have led to some
very sophisticated experimental techniques. Solvated
electrons which were first produced by the spontaneous
ionization of alkali metals in liquid ammonia are now
routinely produced in various kinds of solvents by such
methods as pulse radiolysis or photolysis. Use of mode-
locked lasers to generate picosecond pulses has allowed
the study of events which occur on time scales of the 
-12order 10 second, and the development of fast infrared 
detectors has allowed the observance of the optical ab­
sorption spectrum well into the infrared region.
"Proof" of the existence of the solvated electron 
in a particular system is usually based on the appearance 
of a characteristic optical absorption band which is broad,
3
asymmetric to the high energy side and structureless. The
wavelength of maximum absorption (X ) of the electron inmax
different media varies from the visible to the infrared.
In the literature there are studies of the spectra of
3solvated electron in many pure solvents ; however, work
4 5 6done by Dorfman and co-workers ' ' and others on solvated 
electrons in binary liquid mixtures reveals some of the more' 
subtle aspects. Until very recently the studies of binary 
mixtures revealed a single absorption band which has a Xmax
somewhere between the X of the electron in the puremax ^
components; there is considerable variation in location that
depends on the particular combination of solvents. In some
cases the band characteristics (X and the width at halfmax
height seeme(  ̂to reflect the bulk composition of the
mixture, i.e. the variation of X and X. /0 from one sol-max 1/2
vent to another was approximately a linear function of con­
centration. Examples of systems exhibiting this type of be-
6 . 5havior are water-ethylenediame (EDA) and water-ammonia.
A very different kind of behavior appears in other mix­
tures in which the influence of one solvent seems to 
dominate the other. In these systems the absorption band is 
more nearly like that of one of the pure components even 
though a relatively large percentage of another component
is present. Some examples of this behavior include water-
4 5 .ether in which water dominates and ethanol-EDA m
4
which EDA dominates. There seems to be no obvious pattern 
but it does appear that any description of solvated 
electron systems must rely on more than the bulk proper­
ties of the solvent.
Investigations of the dependence of the optical absorption 
spectrum solvent density on solvent density have revealed some 
interesting properties of e solv. In gaseous helium a 
transition from a localized state to a quasifree state was
1 *7observed by Levine and Sanders as the gas density is in­
creased. More recently experiments have been done on
polar vapors of ammonia and water. Olinger, Schindewolf/
8 9Gaathon and Jortner and Olinger, Hahne and Schindewolf
found the optical absorption spectrum of solvated electrons
in supercritical deuteroammonia at densities as low as
.2 g/cm . Below this density they could no longer detect
e~solv. The shape of the band and its position were little
changed from that in normal liquid ammonia. Gaathon and
Jortner"^ reported obtaining absorption spectra in super-
3critical water in densities of .2 g/cm with A onlymax
weakly density dependent. In subcritical water vapor 
Gaathon, Czapski and Jortner^ observed the localized
3state in densities as low as .02 g/cm . The transition 
from localized to quasifree was not observed in water and 
ammonia vapors. These experiments also seem to indicate 
that the influence of the bulk fluid is not as great as 
the individual short range interactions of the electron
with some relatively small number of molecules.
Another class of experiments has been concerned with 
determining the solvation time and process, i.e. what 
happens to the electron in the time span beginning with 
its introduction into the liquid and ending when the fully 
developed optical absorption band is observed? Some 
researchers have referred to the electron in its "pre­
solvated" state (the solvent has not yet responded to the 
presence of the electron) as "dry", trapped or more
recently as "damp". The first direct observation of this
12process was made by Baxendale and Wardman in n-propanol 
at low temperatures. The initial spectra revealed a 
structureless band that has a greater contribution of wave­
lengths at the red end of the spectrum than does the band of 
the electron in the fully relaxed solvated state. Sub­
sequent changes involve a decaying of the infrared components 
and a "growing in" of the visible contributions to give the 
normal absorption band? these processes are not quite addi­
tive. Investigations of electrons in other alcohols re-
13 14vealed similar time dependent changes. Lam and Hunt
attempted a similar experiment in water but did not ob-
13serve a shift with time. Baxendale suggests two possible 
explanations for this behavior: the low energy part of
the spectrum which decays is due to electrons in "shallow" 
traps; these electrons can either diffuse to more 
energetically favorable traps or the solvent can respond 
to the presence of the electron and create a deeper trap.
6
Both mechanisms would account for the infrared decay.
15Extending this work Gillis, Aldrich and Hunt studied 
solvation times of the electron at higher temperatures in 
^ 0  (estimated to be less than .2 psec at 296 K) and in 
alcohols (2 to 13 psec at 296 K) in which the temperature 
dependence was significant. Other groups have also studied
the formation time of e solv in water: Kenney-Wallace and
16Walkter found it to be much less than 5.5 psec and most
17recently Chase and Hunt predict a value less than 3 psec. 
Belloni et al.3-8 found solvation times of 5 psec at -50° C 
in ammonia. Better experimental numbers will be discussed 
later. Attempts have been made to relate solvation times 
to dielectric relaxation times of the solvent. Even if one 
takes into account the effect of charge on the longest di­
electric relaxation time of a solvent, (that due to inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding) the solvation times is of the
17electron are somewhat smaller. Chase and Hunt found a 
good correspondence between t2 (the time to reorient a 
solvent monomer) and t s  and concluded that the time to 
break a hydrogen bond is not important in determining solva­
tion times, but that the important mechanism in trapping 
is molecular reorientation.
Some other problems of concern to experimentalists 
and theorists are the origin of the width of the absorp­
tion band and the nature of the excited state, its life­
time and non-radiative decay processes. It is generally
7
believed (although not by everyone) that there is at least 
one bound excited state and that the absorption band is 
primarily due to the transition from the ground state to 
the bound excited state. If there is one cannon characteristic, 
energy associated with the electron trap, the band is said 
to be homogeneously broadened, i.e. the width is a feature 
of a single trapping site. On the other hand in rigid 
media there exists a variety of traps that have different energies and 
this leads to a heterogeneous broadening of the absorption 
band. Bleaching experiments which involve the use of 
intense light fluxes, disturb the normal population (Boltz­
mann) distribution in the ground and excited state and 
cause a decrease in absorbance. Such experiments give an 
indication of which broadening effect is operative —  
uniform bleaching of the absorption band implies homogeneous 
broadening and "holes" in the band imply heterogeneous 
broadening. Steady-state type bleaching experiments which 
involve a long time exposure to the bleaching light have
been done on glasses and rigid matrices. The work of Hager 
19and Willard on organic glasses demonstrated selective 
bleaching (non-uniform) and supports the idea that the 
absorption band is the result of the excitation of 
electrons in traps of different energies. Photobleaching 
of hydrated electrons has been studied by several groups.
In this case there was a study of time-resolved bleaching which also 
allows estimates of the lifetime of the excited state.
8
Kenney-Wallace and Walker"1,6 observed no bleaching and
estimated the lifetime of the excited state of the hydrated
electron to be less than 6 psec. Huppert, Struve,
20Rentzepis and Jortner observed uniform bleaching after which 
recovery occurred within the smallest time resolution of 
their experiment (3.3 psec) and estimated the relaxation 
time of the excited state to be ~.l psec. In ammonia and 
methylamine homogeneous bleaching was also observed? with 
the corresponding relaxation time was ~.2 psec. As fluores­
cence has not been observed in these systems, some non- 
radiative mechanism seems to be responsible for the re­
population of the ground state. There has been specula­
tion by several authors about the possibility of ther­
mal ionization from the excited state and subsequent re­
trapping or relaxation of the bound excited state to the
20ground state by multiphonon decay. Huppert et al. favor
the latter interpretation.
Delahay's2"*"'22'22'2  ̂photoelectron emission (PEE)
studies of solvated electron solutions offers a new and
different source of information. Irradiation of
a solution containing solvated electrons causes electrons
to be emitted into the vapor above the solution. Systems
studied to date have been ammonia and hexamethyl phosphoric
21triamide (HMPA). Delahay and co-workers have developed 
a method for determining photoionization cross sections 
from energy distribution curves (kinetic energy of electrons
9
emitted versus photon energy). They hope to establish 
the energy of the onset of bound continuum transitions of 
e*"solv (i.e. transitions from the localized to the 
quasi-free state), but there are difficulties involved.
At present it is believed that the low energy photoioniza­
tion spectrum may result from bound-bound transitions follcwed by 
autoionization of the excited bound state. The PEE
spectra of e”solv in ammonia as reported by Aulich,
21Baron, Delahay and Lugo exhibits two bands and they
suggest that this is evidence for that mechanism. The
high energy tail corresponds more closely to a bound
continuum transition. Another interesting possibility
21suggested by Delahay is that one might deduce the poten­
tial from the photoionization spectrum. More work is 
needed on the fate of the photoemitted electrons in solu­
tion to be able to do this.
A lot of work has been done on electrons trapped in
25 26glasses. This work has been summarized by Kevan et al. ' 
Observance of photoconductivity (indicating the existence 
of a "conduction" band) and optical bleaching data has
been interpreted in terms of energy level structures of
— 26 e”solv. It is postulated by Kevin, et al. that many
of these systems (e.g. MTHF glass) have one or two bound
excited states.
The massive quantity of experimental data available
places many constraints on a theoretical description.
10
The theory must be able to adequately explain the variations
in X in different solvents, the w. of the absorption max 1/2 *
band as well as the changes in both X _  and w. /n thatmax 1/2
occur due to the variables of temperature and pressure.
It is also necessary to explain the concentration dependence 
of the optical absorption band in mixed solvents and the 
existence of a localized state in media of very low' density.' 
In fact, we have covered only a small sampling of the 
experimental work being done. We have concentrated on the 
more dramatic experiments and have emphasized those aspects 
we think are of major concern. Once these major points 
have been adequately resolved by the theoretical models, 
the more subtle points like magnetic resonance shifts can 
be explored.
B. Discussion of Solvated Electron Models
Due to the complexity of a system that includes a 
large number of molecules plus an excess electron, a cal- 
calculation from first principles is, at this time, im­
possible. To make the system tractable, models have 
been introduced to describe the major interactions which 
lead to a stable localized state. The models may be 
generally classified according to whether the potential 
affecting the electron is long range, short range or a
combination of both. A long range potential is one which 
extends over a large number of solvent molecules; this 
emphasizes the importance of the bulk medium in forming
11
a localized state. These potentials are attractive and 
based on the polarization induced by the excess charge.
The short range potentials include at most the molecules 
of the first solvation layer. These range from a particle 
in a box type calculation to molecular orbital treatments 
of one form or another.
The first "long range" potential was proposed by 
27Jortner. He applied polaron theory which was originally
28developed for excess electrons in polar crystals to 
the problem of localized excess electron states in polar 
liquids. According to this theory the electron induces a 
polarization in the medium and this polarization forms the 
potential acting on the electron —  a "self-trapping" 
mechanism. In polar liquids as in crystals there are 
several contributions to the polarization. The electronic 
part is due to the response of the electrons of the medium. 
There is also a dipolar or "inertial" part from the response 
of the nuclei which in polar liquids is associated with the 
orientation of the molecular dipole. It is this latter 
polarization which is responsible for creating the poten­
tial well: it is given by
12
-»■Pr L_4ir ((1 - i_)D 1 s - (1 - =i_» 8op
B ft _ 0 r4¥ D “ 47 T  r
where B = l/Dop - 1/DS, Ds and Dop are the static and
optical dielectric constants respectively. F™ is the
total polarization, PE is the electronic polarization
and D is the electric displacement, here assumed to be
27that of a point charge. Jortner applied the potential 
derived from this polarization to the problem of an 
electron in a cavity of radius RQ. Most of the solvated electron 
models assume that the electron exists in a cavity, i.e. the solvent
i
has been distorted from its normal condition to accomodate the electron. 
Jortner's potential is (the 4tt is eliminated by angular integration)
-B/R r < R
V(r) ° °
-B/r r > R0 (1)
(Atomic units will be used in all equations throughout), 
where r is the electronic coordinate. The eigenvalue 
equation,
(Te + V(r))i(<i(r) = e.^fr) (2)
where i refers to the ground or excited state, is solved 
variationally. The total energy includes that due to the
i
electronic polarization of the medium, , and that
13
required to polarize the permanent dipoles, II. The total 
energy is
ETOT(Ro * - ei + si + n .
The problem with this model is that it depends on the
cavity parameter, Rq, which cannot be derived a priori.
29Jortner published a more complete analysis of the 
problem of an electron bound in dielectric media. In 
this work he derives the continuum limit of the many- 
body problem for two cases —  the "adiabatic" and the 
self-consistent field (SCF) one electron approximations 
which differ in their treatment of the extra electron.
In the SCF approach the extra electron is not distinguished 
from the medium electrons so that the total electronic 
wave function would be the usual antisymmetrized product 
of one electron orbitals for all electrons. Thus the 
extra electron moves in a potential provided by the medium
electrons and nuclei. This potential in the continuum limit 
can be related to the equilibrium expression for the polari­
zation energy. The excess electron satisfies the equation
(T + (1- K-)fH = £*1* (3)
e Ds
where
2 2V*f = 4 f .
14
The polarization energy of the medium which must be added 
to the electronic energy e to obtain the total energy of 
the electron in the medium is given by
“ I'1 - 5-> P f dT •
S  1 ■ I
In the adiabatic case the extra electron is assumed to 
move slower than the medium electrons and an adiabatic 
separation of electronic coordinates is made so that the
extra electron is essentially "at rest" with respect to
the medium electrons. In this case the correct expression 
for the energy of the extra electron in the continuum 
limit is
(Te + BfH = ei|»
V2f = 4 (4)
and the polarization energy is
= \  (3 j ib2f dr . (5)
In calculating transition energies the Franck-Condon
tPrinciple is assumed to apply. The nuclear configuration 
of the ground state is the same in a vertical excited 
state, but the electronic polarization adjusts to the new 
charge distribution. Thus for the excited states
15
(Te + (1 - + Bf)*i = ei^i(SCP)
op
(T_ + Bf)t|». = e.t|>. (Adiabatic) 
“  1 11
(6)
Another model based on a long range potential was
30developed by Tachiya. Tachiya also considers the
electron to be under the influence of a potential due to the 
orientational polarization. This is known as the "con­
figuration coordinate" model. The polarization is not 
related to the charge density through the usual classical 
electrostatic equations as was done in Jortner's model. 
The polarization energy of the medium is given by
where y is a constant determined from experimental 
hydration energies. The total energy of the ground state 





(PQ refers to the ground state polarization). For the 
first excited state (referred to as 2p) a similar equation 
is used with wave function p and polarization P^. One can 
construct configuration coordinate diagrams for F. (P) andJLS
F2p(P) by considering the polarization P to be a linear
combination of P and P.,. From these diagrams the transi-o l
tion energy and line width can be estimated. An interesting 
aspect of this model is that fluctuations in the polariza­
tion are allowed. These are averaged out in Jortner's 
model. One drawback is that all the solvent characteristics 
are contained in the somewhat arbitrary parameter y.
Another shortcoming, shared with all continuum models, is 
that no distinction is made between the electron's inter­
actions with those molecules closest to it and its inter­
actions with distant molecules.
The "oriented dipole" model proposed by Iguchi 
treats the solvent as a collection of molecular dipoles 
in the field of the localized excess electron. The energy 
of a dipole in a field S is given by
The average value of the dipole moment in the direction of 
the field is
31where L (x) is the Langevin function. Iguchi calculates 
a polarization (parallel to the radius vector) from 
and the appropriate solvent number density for the' tempera­
ture. This polarization determines the potential acting 
on the electron and the Schrodinger equation can be 
solved variationally for the energy of the electron. The 
total energy includes the electronic energy plus a dipole- 
dipole repulsion term. In this model the solvent is con­
sidered to be layers of dipoles; the characteristic 
structure of the medium is completely neglected. This 
might be a valid representation for the first few layers 
of solvent molecules surrounding the localized electron, 
but it seems unlikely that this is a good description for 
the entire solvent, especially for strongly hydrogen bonded 
liquids.
The first model based only on a short range potential 
32was due to Ogg. He considered the electron localized in 
a spherical well by an infinite potential. Recently there
has been renewed interest in the spherical well approach,
33but with finite depths. Kajiwara, Funabashi and Naleway 




where a is the radius of the potential. With X chosen such 
that there is only one bound state (Is state) the Is 
continuum transitions give rise to an absorption curve 
resembling that of the solvated electron. These curves 
exhibit the typical asymmetry with the gradual decline in 
intensity at higher energies. The agreement with experi­
ment is interesting but not particularly satisfying in 
terms of the solvent description used. One constructs 
models to gain insight into the detailed nature of the 
interactions. If spherical well potentials are appropriate, 
there should be some basic theory justifying this approxi­
mation.
Other short range models, frequently called cluster
models treat the electron and some small number of
solvent molecules (generally two to four) from a molecular
orbital (MO) point of view. These calculations present
some difficulty as they are open shell and involve a
relatively large number of electrons. Because of this the
first MO calculations were of a semi-empirical nature.
34McAlo n and Webster studied 1^0 and NHg dimers with an
••excess electron using the extended Huckel approach.
Their results are open to question because this method is
19
not valid for charged systems. Also, to properly study 
these systems one needs to consider variations in inter- 
molecular parameters to determine the optimum configura­
tion for which the total energy is a minimum. This is
beyond the scope of an extended Hiickel calculation.
35 36Weissman and Cohan applied the CNDO/2 method to
several arrangements of H20 molecules (4 and 5 I^O 
molecules) with the extra electron. They found that the 
only stable configuration was for the water molecules in 
a hydrogen-bonded ice-like structure (one central 1^0 
molecule and four nearest neighbors). The defect models 
(removing one H20 to form a cavity and rotating 0-H bonds 
or the H20 dipole to point radially toward the center of 
the cavity) were found to be unstable. Stability was de­
fined as the difference between the electron affinities 
of the system and that of a single H20 molecule plus a 
medium term which represents the difference between the 
total energy of the neutral system and the same number of 
free molecules.
Extensive calculations have been done by Howat and 
37Webster on clusters of dimers and tetramers by the INDO
36method. In this work they construct potential 
energy surfaces as a function of intermolecular separa­
tion for various configurations of H20 and NHg molecules. 
They also determine the excitation energies. These 
calculations contradicted the earlier work of Weissman
20
and Cohan in that the tetrahedral defect models were found
37to be stable by about 2. eV. Howat and Webster also 
studied NH3-H20 mixtures obtaining excitation 
energies that parallel experiment if certain assumptions 
are made about the stable species (more will be said 
about this in a later section).
Other INDO studies have been carried out by Ishimaru 
38et al. in order to study spin densities. Experimentally 
it is known that the hydrogens on NH^ have a small 
negative spin density. Ishimaru modified the usual INDO 
calculation by including separate atomic orbitals centered 
in the "cavity" for the excess electron. This required 
additional parameterization of the terms in the calculation 
involving the extra orbitals. This calculation finds the 
clusters ((H20)4~, (H20)6~, (NH3)4~ (NH3)g”) to be stable, 
in some cases rather too stable, (= 10. eV). They 
corrected this by considering the stabilization energy 
to be the difference between the energy of the anion 
radical group and the energy of the neutral group cal­
culated using the same basis set as that for the open 
shell. They claim fair agreement with experiment for 
spin densities of some configurations. However, the cal­
culated oscillator strengths, which depend strongly on the 
orbital exponent of the added cavity orbital (only a few 
were tried) are not particularly good. This seems to 
indicate that the wave functions are not very accurate.
21
In addition, it is well known that spin densities are very 
subtle quantities to calculate theoretically.
Further questions arise when one compares these semi-
empirical calculations to the more elaborate ab-initio
39work. Naleway and Schwartz have done ab-initio calcula­
tions on negative water dimers and found them to be un-
40 -stable. Newton studied (I^O)^ using the dipole
oriented configuration and found its stability to be so 
marginal (., -.16 eV) that it would be overcome by thermal 
effects. He also found the ice-like (H20)5"" to be un­
stable .
Although it is true that molecular orbital approaches 
are capable of describing the electron molecule inter­
actions in some detail, a complete description should in­
clude effects from the remainder of the solvent. This 
seems especially necessary considering the ab-initio work 
of Newton. A logical extension of the continuum models 
is to include short range effects for those molecules 
closest to the electron and retain the continuum treatment 
for the medium beyond. Several models have been developed 
along these lines. They are generally known as semi­
continuum models.
The first semi-continuum model which attempted to 
incorporate all the important energy effects leading to 
localized states was proposed by Copeland, Kestner and 
Jortner^ (frequently referred to as the CKJ model). The
CKJ model uses the adiabatic form of Jortner's long range 
potential given by Eq. (1) for the continuum outside the 
first layer. The interactions of the excess electron 
with the first layer molecules are taken to be those of 
a charge interacting with point dipoles. The electronic 
energy is determined by an equation of the type
Te + V(r))<Kr) = ê tj/ (r) 





r > Rd (8)
A later improved model uses the potential
Figure 1. Definitions of the distances involved in the
molecular models. Rv is the void radius of the
cavity, R is the effective solvent radius, a s
is the effective hard core of the molecules




where M refers to an "averaged" dipole moment (like that
used in Iguchi's model but here only for the first layer),
N is the number of solvent molecules on the first layer
and r is the electronic coordinate. is the distance
from the center of the cavity to the dipole of the solvent
molecule; Rc is the distance to the start of the continuum.
The term Vq in the potential represents the energy of the
quasi-free state, i.e. a state in which the electron is
not localized but "sees" a large number of solvent molecules
and is therefore not affected by their dipole moments (the
average interaction is zero). When the electron is far
from the cavity it is assumed to interact with the bulk
solvent in this quasi-free manner except for the polaron
part. VQ represents a sum of terms —  some attractive,
some repulsive. In water and ammonia it is predicted
that V is close to zero, o
The cavity formation is associated with some dis­
ruption of the normal state of the liquid. The energy 
involved, Em , is approximated in the CKJ model by 
several factors,
Em - est + e dd + e hh + "■ <10>
where EgT is a surface tension energy, EDD is the repulsive 
interaction of the dipoles which are oriented radially 
toward the cavity and E™. represents a "steric effect" —
t i n
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i.e. the mutual repulsion of neighboring molecules on the 
surface of the cavity, n is the energy required to polarize 
the continuum by the charge distribution of the electron 
in its ground state. The total energy is given by
where is the electronic polarization energy of medium 
(first layer plus continuum). The total energy is a 
function of the cavity radius. Potential curves can be 
constructed by plotting ETQT(R) vs R. Excitation energies 
and line widths can then be calculated.
The self-consistent field version of this model has
42been developed by Fueki, Feng and Kevan. The short 
range attractive interactions are the same as those in the 
CKJ model, i.e. the electron interacts with the dipoles 
of the solvation shell. However, the long range.potential 
differs and is given by
r>R
(11)
where R defines the cavity radius. When the charge 
within the cavity is near unity,
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R
cs = j +ls dT - 1 
o
this potential is almost identical to the CKJ model. The 
medium terms include Edd and a surface energy. No steric 
repulsions were included in their early work. The total 
energy is minimized via the variational principle. Cal­
culations have been carried out for many different solvent 
systems including water, alcohols and some glasses.
Solvent characteristics are incorporated into V , M ando o
the dielectric constant. The main difference between this
model and the CKJ model is the lack of a term in the
former corresponding to E^. However, results calculated
by both models are generally in agreement.
An improvement of the CKJ model was made by Gaathon
and Jortner.*^ The difference between these models is
that the V term for the first layer is calculated o
distinctly from Vq. Physically this means that the
effective pseudo-interaction of the electrons in the two
regions as not assumed to be the same. They are both
density dependent parameters and the "density” of the
first layer is expected to be somewhat different than that
of the bulk medium. V „ is therefore a function of theos
cavity radius, R̂ . With this change the potential used 
in this model is
a is the hard core radius of the molecule. Otherwise, the
energy is computed in the same manner as in the CKJ model.
The most elaborate of the semi-continuum models yet
43developed is that of Newton's. The interactions of the 
first layer solvent molecules with the extra electron are 
treated discretely while the interaction with the solvent 
beyond is represented as polarizable dielectric continuum. 
This is an ab initio model using a self-consistent treat­
ment of the extra electron and all electrons of the 
molecules forming the first layer. The continuum polariza­
tion energy in the SCF case is given by
■° - - h  11 - I °2
v
V*5 = 4Mp(r)
where p(r) is the charge distribution determined by all 
of the electrons and nuclei of the cluster. It is found
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by minimizing
E = E_ + Uo
where EQ is the energy of the system of n electrons (n 
includes the extra electron) when the electronic wave 
function is an antisymmetrized ptoduct of spin orbitals <J>Q
where the h. refer to the one electron integrals, J.. and 1 i j
are the usual coulomb and exchange integrals. The 
energy U can be expressed in terms of p(r)
if we use g(r^r2) = - 1/max(r^,r2,rc).
The results of these calculations are that the clusters 
of (H20)4” and (NH3)4_ are now stable, which indicates the 
necessity of including the long range polarization poten­
tial.
The relative success of any model lies in its ability 
to predict as well as describe a variety of experimental 
results. If this is achieved, it implies that all major 





model. One therefore has what approaches the true 
physical "picture" of the system. The models used most 
extensively to calculate properties of the solvated electron 
are the simple semi-continuum models —  both the adiabatic 
and the SCF versions. These are easily adapted to 
describe different systems and experimental conditions.
The most frequently compared experimental result is the 
optical absorption band. The wavelength of maximum ab­
sorption as calculated from these models is in reasonable 
agreement with experiment. The most notable shortcoming 
of the semi-continuum models is their inability to dupli­
cate line width. This has been achieved thus far only in
32the simple cavity model of Kajiwara, Funabashi and Naleway. 
The semi-continuum model of Newton can correctly take into 
account interactions which are only roughly approximated in 
the other models. However, his calculations are very 
difficult and time consuming and not readily adapted to 
different systems, especially when large molecules are 
involved.
II. SOME CALCULATED PROPERTIES OF LOCALIZED EXCESS 
ELECTRON STATES IN AMMONIA AND WATER
A. Complete Description of the Model
The calculations to be reported in this section have 
been based on the CKJ model of localized excess electron 
states. Except where stated otherwise, the potential used 
was the modified version due to Gaathon and Jortner Eq.
(12). Included here is a complete description of all 
terms in the Hamiltonian as well as the medium energy and 
the method of calculation.
As mentioned previously, in these model calculations 
it is necessary to solve the one electron equation
2 e , .
Y ~  + Vi(r))H'i(r) = •̂'l'i(r) (13)
where the subscript i refers to either the ground or an 
excited state. The excess electron wave function is taken 
to be a linear combination of Slater type functions (STF) 
with variational parameters d, 5, y :
4»(r) = (c1e"’dr+c2re~?r+c3r2e“Yr)YJlo(e,<|>) . (14)
In many calculations only a single term was used, i.e
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The potential V(r) (we will consider the potential 
for the ground state and, as before, all terms are ex­
pressed in atomic units) contains primarily three 
different energy terms. First of all, the charge en­
closed in the cavity interacts with the dipole moments 
of the solvent molecules of the first layer giving - NM
Rd
For most of our calculations we have taken N to be four. 
The dipole moment used is M=Mo<cos0> where Mq is the gas 
phase dipole moment. The average value of cose is taken 
to be the Langevin function,
<cose>ls = coth x " 1/x (15)
with
M c t e rRd ,
x = -°--1S j  and c = dr
K T Rd ±S J ±SB O
where T is the temperature and Kg is Boltzmann's constant.
This thermal averaging of the dipole moment is most
properly done after the quantum mechanical
problem has been solved, but here the averaging is done by
first introducing a temperature dependent potential.
44Kestner and Jortner have calculated temperature in­
dependent energies, in which ET0T is a function of R and 
cos0 (which varies from 0.0 to 1.0). The results of that 
calculation differed very little from those obtained with
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the temperature dependent potential. Therefore we conclude 
that the latter procedure is justified.
The second term is the pOlaron potential, which inside 
the cavity takes on the constant value -3/Rc, but becomes 
-3/r within the medium. This is obtained by setting f =
- 1/r (the potential for a point charge) in Eq. (4) for 
the adiabatic case. The third term is the "quasi-free" 
term, Vo#which was discussed in a very qualitative manner 
in the earlier section. VQ consists of a long range 
screened polarization and a short range repulsive poten­
tial representing interactions with particular solvent 
molecules. VQ can be positive or negative depending on
45which effect is dominant. Springett, Cohen and Jortner
have calculated V for nonpolar fluids for whicho
values can be determined experimentally by adiabatic 
electron injection. In those calculations one considers 
the electron to be in a non-localized state. To calculate the 
energy of the electron in this state (VQ), the Wigner 
Seitz model is used, i.e. each molecule is replaced by an 
equivalent sphere of radius R determined from the densityS
p. The potential acting on the electron is spherically 
symmetrical and can be considered in two parts. Within 
the Wigner-Seitz (WS) cell the electron interacts with the 
Hartree-Fock potential of the molecule within the cell and 
with the polarization induced by the electron. The poten­
tial due to all molecules outside the WS cell is assumed
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to consist of only a polarization potential (averaged over
the liquid) since the Hartree-Fock potential dies off
rapidly with distance. The latter polarization is cal-
46culated using a screening function F(r) which takes in­
to account the fact that the polarization force between 
an electron and a polarizable molecule is screened by the 
presence of other polarizable molecules. The polarization 
is given by
u '!> = ” § “ po f 9(|r-r’ |) -— 3̂ —-j F( |r-r' |)dr'
Jn lr-rTr
where fi indicates that the integration excludes the WS 
cell, d is the polarizability, pQ is the density of the 
fluid, g(r) is the radial distribution function. For 
g(r) it is assumed, for simplicity, that
0 r < R
g (r) = {
1 r > R_
With this assumption one finds that approximately
1 r < R
F(r) = { ,
(l+8iro p/3) x r > R
where Rg is defined by Rg = (3/4tt pq)^^.
The polarization potential due to those molecules outside 
the WS cell is therefore
34
4 d Po 
UP " 2Rs (l+8 dp/5)
Within the WS cell the electron interacts with only the
one molecule. Assuming a uniform distribution of the
charge density in the region Rs/2 to Rs. Springett,





TT — — — Rs/2 _ 12 CL / Iup - 2 "RS----- ■ ~  T T  • (16)
RsI d£
Rs/2
The Hartree-Fock potential for the interaction of the 
electron with the molecule within the WS cell is represented 
by the following pseudopotential:
Va (r) = * r < a
V (r) = 0 r > a
cl
where a is the "hard core" radius. The infinite repulsive
potential at r < a is due to the orthogonality of the
wave function of the excess electron to the wave function
of the molecular electrons. Thus, according to Springett 
45et al. the "true" potential is replaced by
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VM = Ur»(1> + Un <2) + Va * p p 
The method used to determine the quasi-free energy involves 
both the Wigner Seitz model and the pseudopotential method
(- f- + V  *o = Vo *o ' (17)
where <|>o is the pseudowave function (core oscillations re­
moved) . Applying the WS boundary condition,
d<}>
a^l = ° (is)
r=Ro
to the solution of Eq. (17), we find that 
K (r-a)
$ = sin   (19)o r
where
Ko = [2(Vo-(Up (1)+Up (2)))]1/r2
This yields





V = T + VM .
O  M
For the normal fluid U ^  and depend upon the
density pQ and the polarizability, which is assumed not
to be a function of the electronic coordinate. Values of
45VQ have been calculated by Springett et al. for some 
liquid rare gases and hydrogen. Comparison with experi­
mental data reveals that the theoretical values are of 
the proper sign and close to the experimental values for 
all liquids except hydrogen.
The modification of the CKJ semi-continuum model by
Gaathon and Jortner"^ introduced a value of V for the firsto
layer molecules which was different than that used for the bulk medium. 
Ibis takes into account the different "density" associated 
with the first layer. This quantity designated 
represents these interactions (excluding, of course, the 
dipole and other multipole moments). The first layer is 
characterized by a density and a radius Rg  ̂which is 
determined from the cavity radius R^. Taking into account 
the volume that these molecules occupy, i.e.
V = 4/3 tt R2 so
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where
Rso - '<RdtRr>3 - ‘W 3’
and
_ number- of molecules on the first layerp = ------------------  :----------------- ----
I " rL3 SO
For Rj. we used a value between the hard core radius, a 
and the distance from Rd to Rc, i.e. Rj. = 1.25 A°. The 
"effective" radius per molecule is
Rsl = <Rsc/N)V3
The polarization potential due to the interaction of the 
electron with the molecule within the WS cell of radius
Rsl is
„ 1(2) _ _ 12 dU  •— p. m •
p
The exterior contribution (using the density of the 
normal fluid, pQ) is
U Ml) _ _ £_ apoP  2 8irap
Rsl +
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Kq' is found from Eq. (20) using Rsl* therefore
vol = + upia> + Up1<2) •
Vol at the equilibrium cavity radius is generally less 
than VQ, since the density is less than pQ for normal 
fluid densities.
Both VQ and VQ  ̂are very sensitive to the values used
for the polarizability a and the effective hard core
radius, a. Since a is not available from experimental
data we have used the value 1.0 A° for ammonia determined
41by Copeland, Kestner and Jortner from theoretical charge 
density contours. Gaathon and Jortner's^® studies on 
dense vapors suggested that for water a = .9 A° gives 
reasonable agreement between theory and experiment.
There are many approximations involved in the pre- 
ceeding theory. Since this theory was originally derived 
for simple fluids such as rare gases, the application of 
it to molecular systems such as ammonia and water is un- 
doubtably a simplification. It is therefore recognized 
that values of VQ may be subject to error, however shifts 
in VQ that reflect a change in density or solvent system 
should be meaningful. Comparing our values of Vq for the 
two liquids of interest, ammonia and water, it is found 
that VQ for water is positive and on the order of .5 eV 
while that for ammonia is negative, about -.6 eV at normal
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liquid densities. This difference is a result of the 
smaller polarizability and greater density of water as compared 
to anmcnia under normal experimental conditions. The term 
VQ ,̂ characteristic of the first layer is less than VQ 
for the bulk fluid, because the density of the first 
layer is less.
We will now consider in more detail the energy terms 
associated with the medium rearrangement, i.e.
em  “ Edd + e st + ehh +" • <21)
The term EHH is the one most difficult to define quanti­
tatively. It refers to the intermolecular repulsions of 
the molecules forming the first layer. The designation 
"HH" is given because for most of the solvents considered,
maximum repulsion occurs between the hydrogens on adjacent
41molecules. The representation used by Copeland et al. 
for ammonia is
EHH = CHH(N) ExP(“4-60(AuR“BN))<cose> • (22)
This is based on what was determined by Eisenberg and
A *7Kauzmann to be the best representation of hydrogen- 
hydrogen overlap repulsions. The quantity 
the distance between the hydrogens on adjacent molecules. 
An and Bn depend on the geometry the subscript N refers
40
to the number of molecules on the first layer. The co­
efficient Ch h (N) is the product of an energy term (approxi­
mately 435 eV) associated with one H-H interaction times 
the number of different paired interactions, if there is one 
H-H interaction between two adjacent ammonia
molecules. The hydrogens of ammonia are found to lie in
O oa plane of effective radius .71 A at a distance RA + .58 A 
from the center of the cavity. See Table 1 for the values 
of the parameters in Eq. (22). This formula leads to 
significant repulsions and is the main factor in deter­
mining the cavity radius. It is believed that this re­
pulsion is responsible for the large volume expansion ob­
served in ammonia. For water we have used a smaller 
repulsive term since it seemed likely that rotations 
could significantly reduce this interaction. We assumed 
a characteristic radius of repulsion -.4 A° for water.
The dipole-dipole repulsion term is given by
DN M 2
dC
=  Mq < c o s 0 >  + — | (23)
Rd
where DN is a known constant which depends on the number 
of dipoles and their geometry (see Table 2), <x is the
















* For H20 BN = +.147 was used
42
Cs = j * 2 d r .
o
There is also the energy expended to polarize the
permanent dipoles of the medium. In the adiabatic case
48following Land and O'Reilly this is given by
00
= § f G o ( R ) ^ s  r2dr + Go (Rc) P(Rc)
Rc
r
G0 < V  “ I f *18 rdr + I 1’lsr2ar
o r
Rc
P(EC) - } ^ sr2dr 
o
where is the ground state wave function of the localized 
electron.
49Tachiya has questioned this calculation of the 
polarization energy. He states that the polarization 
energy should be given by
i = IL2 Rc
i.e. the value for a point charge. However, this is al­
most the same number because the charge enclosed for the 
ground state is very close to one.
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The repulsions of the first layer molecules that 
result in the expansion and distortion of the liquid 
structure also result in the formation of a "surface" 
on the inside of the cavity. There is generally an 
energy associated with the formation of a surface. We 
have assumed that it is valid to use the experimentally 
measured values for the surface tension r and approximate 
this energy by
makes a very small contribution to the total energy. It 
represents an energy in addition to the steric repul­
sions and dipole repulsions associated with 
the reorientation of the surface molecules in the field 
of the electron. There is also a pressure volume term,
E , but it is negligible except at very highpv
pressures.
The total energy of the electron in the ground state 
(Is) is
E 411 R. 2 r .ST A
' 50For ammonia r is approximately 40 dyn/cm at - 3 3 0  C




Slg is the electronic polarization of the continuum which 
in the adiabatic approximation is added after the 
electronic energy, e^g,is computed as it is not included 
in the trapping potential.
One can also calculate the energy of excited states
by substituting into Eq. (2) the appropriate potential
V^(r) and wave function for a particular excited
state. Specifically this involves substituting into Eq.
Rd 2
(15) C. = / r|/. dr so that the potential of the excited
o
state differs from that of the ground state in the term 
<cosex. The medium energy appropriate to this state is 
calculated by using and in Eqs. (23), (24) and (25). 
The energies so obtained are characteristic of a situa­
tion in which the dipoles of the continuum are in equilib­
rium with the charge distribution of the excited state. 
These are referred to as "relaxed” states. However, in 
order to calculate the optical excitation energy hvmax 
corresponding to the transition from the ground state (Is) 
to the first optically allowed excited state (usually 
designated 2p), we use the Franck-Condon principle and 
assume that the transition takes place without any change 
in the nuclear configuration. We therefore calculate the 
energy of the excited state using the potential of the 
ground state (<cos0>^g). The electrons of the medium can 
respond to the new charge distribution so that C^g is 
replaced by C2p in Eqs. (23) and (25).
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Once the electronic and medium energy terms are 
known, one can construct a plot of ETQT ^S(R) and 
ETOT 2p ̂  (for the Franck-Cohdon state) versus the con­
figurational coordinate R. The radius of minimum energy, 
ETOT is ̂  is designated by R0 and the energy difference
between the two potential surfaces at R represents hVo max
(i.e. an estimate of the frequency at the maximum in 
the absorption band). Using the complete curves, the 
details of the absorption band, i.e. line-width and 
oscillator strength can be calculated. A few assumptions 
must be made in order to obtain an expression for the 
line shape: the Condon approximation (the transition
moment is independent of R), medium polaron modes are 
neglected, only the totally symmetric vibrations are con­
sidered and the high temperature limit is assumed i.e., the
frequency of the symmetric vibration is less than KgT.
52Then the line shape has the form
P(E) = M i e- (ET O T l S (R>,/KB T |||| _ (26)
where M is the electronic transition moment and Z is the 
partition function. Equation (26) can be rewritten in 
the form
, -A(R)/K T
F(E> = | M | e B §|
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where
A(R) etot l s ^  ” ETOT 1s R̂o  ̂ *
If the oscillator strength is constant as a function of 
R, the points for which the intensity of the band is 
half its maximum value are found from
A(R1) = A(R2) = KgTAn2 . (27)
The half-width is, approximately, either (hv(R^)-
hv(R )) or (hv(R9)-hv(R )) where R is the coordinate O m o o
associated with the lowest total energy. The oscillator
53strength can be calculated according to
f - (28)
53or alternatively
£ - (29)max i=l
B. Results and Discussion
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1. General Results of Calculations on Ammonia Using Wave 
Functions of One and Two Slater Type Functions
The results reported in this section were obtained 
from calculations based on the following potential
VQ and were calculated according to the method 
described in the previous section.
Our purpose was to determine if the use of one or 
two Slater type functions gave an adequate description 
of the electron in the above potential. We find that 
the calculation is rather simple for one STF but before 
we could base any interpretations or predictions on such results 
we examined in detail calculations using both one and two 
STF's, i.e.
MN
Rc 0 < r < Ra
V (r)
Rd < r < Rc
(30)
4 8
♦i " "d e' “r
*2 " C1 Nd e‘“r + C2 N5re'5r
where N-  ̂is a normalization factor and a,£ are variational 
parameters which in this case were both varied to deter­
mine the best ground state energy. For the 2p state we 
used
ip2p = N y cose re”Yr
The results from the calculation using two STF's are 
presented in Table 2 and the results for the same cal­
culation using one STF can be found in Table 3. The 
quantity hvmax corresponds to ETQT ls <RQ) - ET0T 2p (RQ) • 
There is only a relatively small difference in the two 
calculations in terms of the energies, not enough to 
affect most conclusions. A plot of eTOt(R) vs R ;*‘s 9-*-ven 
in Figure 2 for the two STF case. The half width and 
oscillator strength, Eqs. (27), (28) and (29), were cal­
culated for both cases and these results are given in 
Table 4. The oscillator strength calculated according to
(28) using only one STF is very poor as it is greater than
1.0. This is an impossibility according to the "f sum
54rule" of Reiche, Thomas and Kuhn which states that the 
sum of the f values of all transitions which can be
TABLE 2
Energies for One Electron Cavities Using a Wave Function with Two Slater-Type Functions 
RA(A) a (A-1) 5 (A_1) Cl C2 elg(eV) VQS (eV) lg Y (A_i) 2p hv (eV)
1.40 .6100 1.061 .3771 .6272 -2
1.45 .6050 1.034 .3582 .6458 -2
1.50 .6025 1.005 .3370 .6669 -2
1.55 .5950 .9825 .3243 .6796 -2
1.60 .5862 .9625 .3142 .6896 -2
1.65 .5850 .9400 .2961 .7076 -2
1.70 .5800 .9187 .2831 .7207 -2
1.75 .5750 .8987 .2710 .7328 -2
1.80 .5712 .8812 .2587 .7451 -2
1.85 .5612 .8650 .2532 .7507 -2
1.90 .5575 .8462 .2419 .7620 -2
1.95 .5475 .8312 .2372 .7660 -2
2.00 .550: .815 .2218 .7823 -2
T = 203. K
747 - .829 .480 .428 1.267
782 -1.012 .485 .227 1.239
812 -1.137 .488 .0818 1.219
839 -1.220 .488 -.0235 1.196
861 -1.274 .488 -.101 1.173
880 -1.308 .488 -.159 1.150
897 -1.328 .489 -.202 1.126
910 -1.337 .488 -.236 1.101
922 -1.339 .475 -.262 1.077
932 -1.336 .475 -.283 1.053
940. -1.328 .475 -.299 1.029
947 -1.318 .475 -.312 1.005

















Energies for One Electron Cavities Using a Wave Function of One Slater-Type Function
PA El a Els TOT E2p 6 E2p TOT hv
-2.4407 .5125 - .0824 -1.1927 .468 1.0677 1.1501
-2.4282 .5607 - .4680 -1.2065 .475 .6680 1.1360
1.40 -2.4123 .550 - .7331 -1.2191 .475 .3855 1.1186
1.45 -2.3934 .540 - .9142 -1.2302 .475 .1847 1.0989
1.50 -2.3727 .5302 -1,0379 -1.2408 .488 .0400 1.0778
1.55 -2.3500 .5200 -1.1215 -1.2494 .490 - .0657 1.0557
1.60 -2.3259 . .5107 -1.1760 -1.2568 .490 - .1433 1.0327
1.65 -2.3009 .5020 -1.2104 -1.2630 .490 - .2011 1.0093
1.70 -2.2751 .4932 -1.2308 -1.2680 .490 - .2450 .9858
1.75 -2.2488 .4847 -1.2410 -1.2719 .488 - .2787 .9623
1.80 -2.2223 .4762 -1.2442 -1.2741 .475 - .3050 .9392
1.85 -2.1953 .4687 -1.2413 -1.2762 .475 - .3254 .9160
1.90 -2.1685 .4607 -1.2352 -1.2775 .475 - .3420 .8932
1.95 -2.1417 . .4530 -1.2261 -1.2778 .475 - .3551 .8910
2.00 -2.1149 .4465 -1.2142 -1.2774 .474 — .3649 .8493
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Figure 2. Configurational diagrams for the total energy 
(Is and 2p) as a function of the radius R.
E n e r g y  (eV)
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Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results 
For the Solvated Electron in Ammonia
Theoretical Experimental
1 STF 2 STF
ETOT I s -1.244 eV -1.339 eV AH 1.7+.7 eVc
hvm a x .939 eV 1.08 eV .860 eVd








Width .07 eV .10 eV
3 Equation 28 
Equation 29 
c Ref. 27 
d Ref. 61
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attributed to a single electron must be 1.0. Using Eq.
(29) the result is more reasonable^ but the discrepancy
suggests that the wave function is still not sufficiently
accurate for that purpose. Using two STF's the oscillator
strength is in reasonable agreement with experiment and
the difference between the values calculated from the two
equations is much smaller. This is verified by work of
53Kestner, Gaathon and Jortner. As is well known the 
oscillator strength is a sensitive function of electron 
density. Thus it seems that for approximate energy con­
siderations a one term wave function is sufficient but 
when the details of the electrori density are important, a 
more accurate function is heeded. For both, the half­
width is much less than that observed experimentally.
Our use of Slater-type functions in this problem was 
suggested by the Coulombic-like (-3/r) part of the poten­
tial, although the short range potential is constant and
more like that of a spherical well. This choice of
55functions is not unique. Carmichael and Webster have 
found numerical solutions to the continuum model of 
Jortner's (See Eq. (1)) and have shown that these have a 
somewhat different shape than those of a single Slater 
function. Gaathon and Jortner^ have used a combination 
of hydrogenic and spherical Bessel and Hankel functions 
which fit the spherical well part of the potential. As a 
further test of our choice of basis set we have compared
54
results with a numerical calculation using a finite
56difference method developed by McKoy. These results 
are reported in Section IV.
The most serious problem presented here is the lack 
of agreement between the experimental and theoretical line 
width. Kestner and Jortner have investigated other con­
tributions to the line width. Using a general expression
57for the line shape derived by Kubo and Toyozawa they 
have, included the effect of a distribution of cavities 
including both four and six nearest neighbors in addition 
to a temperature independent potential (i.e. one which 
allows variations in cosG). They also included the 
polaron modes. Nevertheless, the calculated line shape 
was still only about half the experimental value.
2. Calculations of the Effect of Temperature 
and Pressure on the Localized States in Water and Ammonia
As a further test of the model we have considered 
the effect of variations in temperature and pressure on 
the systems of 6g0iv in water and ammonia. The experi­
mental studies of pressure effects on the optical absorp-
58tion band were done by Farhataziz, Perkey and Hentz
in ammonia for pressures up to 6.7 KBar and by Hentz,
59Farhataziz and Hansen in water for pressures up to
6.3 KBar. The results can be found in Table 5. Michael,
60Hart and Schmidt reported the temperature shifts in
TABLE 5
Results of Pressure Studies on Systems of Ammonia and Water 
________________________ Ammonia__________________________
Press






1.06 -.459 .487 . 858+ . 858+ .75
2.16 -.414 .476 ... 883+ .904 (Rd=2.75) .80
6.70 -.254 .441 . 952+ 1.023 (Rd= 2.65) .91









1.10 .516 .542 1.725# 1.725# 1.77
2.13 .585 .536 1.74# 1.79 (Rd=2.35) 1.84
6.6 .855 .512 1.86# 1.97 (Rd=2.25) 2.00
w Pi II 2.40 A
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hVmax for esolv *n water' similar studies in ammonia 
have been done by Quinn and Lagowski,8* Table 6.
For our model calculations we have used the poten­
tial of Eq. (30) and one STF as we are only comparing 
differences in hv__„. Aside from the explicit tempera-IUqX
ture dependence in the potential (M), the effects of
these variables are incorporated into the parameters
3/ VQ and Vq1. The quasi-free energies VQ and V  ̂are
62directly determined from the density. The optical
dielectric constant D , related to the refractive indexop
n was (when not available experimentally) determined
from the Clausius Mossotti equation by assuming a polariz-
ability independent of density and pressure. For
pressure studies on water the refractive index was
6 3determined from an equation given by Eisenberg,
n2-l _ „_B„-CT —*—  = Ap e
n +2
where T is the temperature, p is the density, A,B and
C are parameters. Measured values of n and were used
when available. Values of D were taken from Hentzs
et al.6  ̂ (H2°) an<̂  Farhataziz et al.58 (NĤ ) •
In general the values of VQ for H20 were positive 
~.5 eV, and increased with increasing pressure and 
decreased with increasing temperature, i.e. as expected 
according to variations in density. The positive VQ
















































causes more of the charge to be located within the cavity.
This increases the dipole repulsions and the cavity ex-
opands; the equilibrium radius is R^ = 2.35 A even 
without including any specific HjO-^O repulsions. We 
have found that better agreement with experiment is ob­
tained if we use the water repulsion term as previously 
described. This leads to an equilibrium radius of Rd =
O2.40 A. This value is in agreement with the ab-initio
40 °results of Newton which predict a radius of 2.45 A. It
should be pointed out, however, that some experimental
results indicate that the cavity in water is very small,
specifically there is essentially no volume expansion
associated with reaction of two solvated electrons. From
experimental data on volumes of activation in certain
64reactions, Hentz has suggested that the electron cavity 
volume is only 10 Ml”* Mol which is equivalent to an
Oeffective radius of 1.6 A. This does not agree with our 
theoretical radius, although the two quantities are not 
necessarily the same.
Vo for ammonia also increased with pressure but was 
still negative at pressures of 6.7 KBar. The experimental 
shifts in hvmax are to higher energies for increasing 
pressure in both water and ammonia. These results are 
reported in Table 5. At pressures of this order, 2-6 
KBar, the pressure volume term previously neglected 
must be considered. This energy term can be expressed as
59
= 4- r p •pv 3 e t z
The definition of Reff is not obvious. It includes the void
radius but must also take into account the lower solvent
density (and hence, extra volume) associated with the
27first layer. For ammonia Jortner calculates from
Oexperimental data and finds it to be 3.2 A under normal
41pressures. Copeland, Kestner and Jortner have cal­
culated a theoretical value for assuming a certain
volume (or radius Rm) associated with each ammonia 
molecule in the bulk liquid and subtracting this from the 
volume of the cavity determined by Rc,
Reff3 “ te3 - N < V 3 •
OThey obtain numbers in agreement with the 3.2 A obtained
from experimental data. As noted above the experimental
value for water may be much smaller, nevertheless we will
use the one consistent with our calculation. We report
shifts in hv with this E__ term in Table 5. Aside max pv
from the shift due to the change in cavity size, the 
pressure effects seem to be primarily contained in V , 
since the change in 3 is small in comparison. This 
effect is greatest on the more diffuse 2p orbital, as one 
might expect.
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Our temperature studies show that h\>max decreases in 
energy with increasing temperature. This is consistent 
with experimental data, however the theoretical shifts 
are not quite as large as the experimental ones. The 
parameters 3, VQ change very little so the main contribu­
tion is the temperature dependence of the dipole orienta­
tion as expressed by the Langevin factor. These results 
can be found in Table 6.
3. Studies on Localized States in Ammonia - Water Mixtures
The results of experimental studies on mixtures of
ammonia and water are presented in Figure 3 as a plot of
hv versus mole fraction of solvent. From & theoretical max
point of view, our approach was to calculate the relative 
stability of each species 4_N in a solvent
characterized by the bulk properties of the particular 
mixture. It seems important to consider each possible 
combination since in some mixtures the transition energy
is clearly dominated by one type of molecule. Howat and
36Webster have also studied this system using a semi- 
empirical molecular orbital technique to calculate the 
stability of clusters (NHg)N (without any
medium contribution). The stabilization energies 
reported were -1.63 eV for (I^O)^ and r.64 eV for
61
Figure 3. Ammonia-water mixed solvents: band maximum
versus water mole fraction. The circled points 
refer to calculations on various cavities - the 
highest energy point refers to an (I^O)^ cavity, 
the next to [(Ĥ O) 3 NH^, etc. The dashed lines 
connects points based on the free energy AG^ 
and AG2. The solid line is the experimental 





















(NHg)^ with mixed clusters having intermediate values.
They found that their transition energies changed in the 
same way as the experimental results of Dye, DeBacker 
and Dorfman. However, they have neglected the bulk 
solvent and the problem of relative stabilities of various 
types of coordinations, points which we feel must be in­
cluded in a complete calculation.
In determining tl\e parameters of our model, 3 and yQ, 
the static and optical dielectric constants and the
density are needed. Since we were not able to find
1experimental data on the dielectric constants of these 
mixtures, we used an average value weighted by the mole 
fraction of each component. These parameters and the 
results of the calculations are summarized in Table 7.
The minimum energy, ETQT is' includes all terms
previously discussed is presented for each cluster 
(H20)n (NH3)4_n« For all mole fractions the (H20)^ cluster
is the most stable. This is due to the greater dipole
moment of H20 over NH^ (1.84 versus 1.49). However, ETQT 
as calculated is only an enthalpy term and to properly 
consider the relative stability we must also include 
entropy terms and compare the relative free energies.
One entropy correction is the entropy due to "de- 
mixing” , i.e. the entropy associated with removing a 
molecule from the bulk liquid and placing it in the first 
layer. The probability of choosing a particular type of
TABLE 7











(h26 4 l.bb -1.4bb 1. bb4 .0291 .0394 .087 -1.44TT*' -13S1*




























































































(nh3 4 1.80 -1.228 .932 .0291 .2287 — -1.428 -1.428*
* Most stable species
Table 7 (cont'd) 
(NH3}4 ^ 3  = 1 
(H20)4 XH20 = 1




hv = .836 
hv = 1.65 T = 293 K
a\
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molecule is related to its mole fraction in solution. 
This entropy term is given by
AS = K|nfi
NA %
~ CN (xNH3  ̂ *xh2o*
where x„TT and x„  ^ are the mole fractions of ammonia and NHg “2
water, while NA and Nw are the number of ammonia and water 
molecules found in the first layer (NA+NW = 4). CN 
represents the number of distinguishable arrangements 
possible for NA and N^,
c . (na+V !
W
There is another entropy term to be considered
Lepoutre and Demortier^^ have evaluated absolute entropies
for the solvated electron in ammonia and in water. The
entropy of is greater than that of e”R Q (18 cal/
3 2
mol-deg for NH^ versus 3.1 cal/mol-deg for H20). Assuming
there are four molecules involved in this process we
take the contribution for each molecule to be 18./4
for NH3 and 3.1/4 for H20. This will be an approximation
since the medium is composed of both types of molecules
but it does take into account the greater increase in the
entropy of solvation of e” in ammonia than in water.
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Another energy contribution we have previously 
neglected but which might take on more importance in the 
study of mixed solvents is that associated with the 
breaking of hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen bond is a rather 
intuitive, although useful, concept that is difficult to 
define precisely. It is known that in polar liquids 
such as water there are rather strong forces that exist 
between the hydrogen of one molecule and an electron pair 
on the oxygen of a second molecule. This is referred to 
as a hydrogen bond. However, how one separates the 
hydrogen bond from the entire intermolecular energy is not 
clear.
According to the model we are using to describe 
solvated electrons, the solvent molecules of the first 
coordination layer are assumed not to be bonded to each 
other as in the bulk fluid. The energy required to 
achieve this breaking of hydrogen bonds depends on the 
type of molecule and the strength of the interactions 
with other solvent molecules as well as the number of 
such interactions per molecule. We know that the inter­
molecular forces in pure water are considerably stronger 
than in pure ammonia as evidenced by the broader liquid 
range and larger heat of vaporization of H20. To obtain 
some idea of the magnitude of these forces as well as of 
the H20-NH3 interaction we will consider the results of 
some ab-initio calculations on dimers of (H20)2, (NH3)2
67
66and NH3~H20. Kollman and Allen found the optimum 
stabilization energy of two different NH3-H20 dimers,
H stabilization energy
NH3HOH H N H 0 5.8 Kcal/mole
H H
H H
H2NHOH2 N H 0 2.28 Kcal/mole
H H
67Baird found the optimum stabilization energy for the 
ammonia dimer to be 3.5 Kcal/mole. Very extensive cal­
culations on water dimers have been carried out by
68Clementi et al. The optimum stabilization energy was 
found to be 3.9 Kcal/mole. One must be cautious in 
extrapolating these results to the liquid state in which 
the interactions are not expected to be pairwise additive. 
Clementi has found three body effects to be relativelyi
small corrections -10% in water. The above results therefore 
suggest that the H3N-H0H bond is stronger than that of 
the other dimers. This has two important implications. 
First of all it would lead to a more random distribution 
of molecules inthat it would oppose the formation of 
aggregates of one type of molecule. Secondly, this bond 
does not affect the ability of NH3 to solvate the electron
68
whereas in the case of H20 the radial orientation of the 
dipole according to our model requires that this bond be 
broken.
In order to evaluate the energy necessary to extract 
a molecule of NH^ or H20 from its state in the liquid 
mixture, one needs to precisely define the process. It is 
evident that the entire molecular energy required to re­
move a molecule to infinity is an overestimate. The 
definition of hydrogen bonding energy that we wish to adopt 
is one that considers the difference in energy between 
the optimum (angular dependent) configuration and the 
average interaction of two molecules remaining in 
proximity (dispersion forces, etc.).
Recognizing that any quantitative estimate of this
energy i s  subject to great error, we will formulate one
method of evaluating this energy difference and consider
our results both with and without it. We will consider
the non-angular dependent energy to be only that of
69dispersion, which Eisenberg and Kauzmann estimate to be 
1.5 Kcal/mole (per hydrogen bond) for H20. Dispersion 
forces between two different molecules is proportional to 
a la 2^R12 *̂ From this we estimate the NH3-H2O dispersion 
to be 2 Kcal/mole. Since the calculations predict the 
H-jN-HOH bond to be stronger, we will consider the 
following weighted average for one hydrogen bond for H20
69
X,nh3(5.8-2) + Xu n (3.9-1.5) Kcal 2
We have no estimate of the non-angular dependent energy in 
NH3, s o  we will simply assume that it is approximately
2. Kcal/mole. If each of the three hydrogens of NH3 is 
engaged in a hydrogen bond, the energy is
3 x (3.5-2.0) = 4.5 Kcal/mole
Since we are only concerned with relative stabilities, we 
can calculate the additional energy, AE^ , necessary to 
replace one NH3 molecule with one H20 molecule in the 
first layer. Using the above rationale we find
Mole Fraction NH3 Ew (Kcal/mol)
For each cluster (NH3)N (H20)4_N we can calculate a free 







where ahhb is the energy associated with hydrogen bonding.
It should be stressed that these hydrogen bond energies
are very crude estimates; the only reason for including
them is to demonstrate the general trend in our results
when such a term is included.
Related to the above discussion of the structure of
70ammonia-water solutions, Weinstein and Firestone have
found an interesting relationship between the observed
hvmax an<* t*ie thermodynamic stability of some binary
liquid systems. They found a definite correlation be-
tween the equimolar excess free energy AG and the "excess
Eequimolar shift", AEx M a x ' t*le optical absorption band. 
The "excess equimolar shift" is defined as
,„E _ EXMax,50-EXMax,50
XMax, 50 -  ----- ---------
AMax,2 AMax,l
where E^Max is the observed h'fnax;6or a 50-50 mixture,
E\Max2 t*ie ^ar9er of observed values in the pure
liquid and is the composition weighted average
value, i.e. just the average of the values for the two
pure components. This correlation seems to imply a certain
dependence on the localized state on the structure of the
medium prior to the introduction of the excess electron.
They find, for example, that a mixture of THF and
methanol exhibits an hvm„„ characteristic of methanolmax
E(AE. « .28) and AG « 125 cal/mole. According toAmax/jU
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the theory of regular solutions this implies that the
interactionenergy of unlike molecules is less than that of
like molecules. One would therefore expect to find
microscopic regions in the solution of predominantly one
kind of molecule. An electron solvated in one of these
regions would exhibit an h V „ .. more characteristic of themax
pure liquid. One might also expect a band due to the 
other component, kinetics permitting, but after a certain 
time the most stable localized state would be predominant. 
Such a second band has not been observed except in unusual
cases. The majority of the mixtures studied by Weinstein
E Eand Firestone are of this type, AG > 0 and AE M̂ax >
Some, e.g. ethylene glybol and EDA have zero shift for
both quantities.
EIn the case of diethylamine and ethanol, AG is nega­
tive and the spectrum is dominated by diethylamine. As
Epointed out by Weinstein and Firestone this negative AG 
usually indicates formation of a strong complex. Perhaps 
in this complexed state the ethanol is unable to solvate 
the electron as in the pure state. Their results Dn the
mixture of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and E^O although not
E Ecomplete, indicate that AE^ ffy = 0 but AG . -300 cal/mole.
No such correlation was made for the ammonia-water 
system since thermodynamic data was not available. How­
ever, based on the spectral data we can speculate on what 
their correlations imply. It is known that in the NHg-^O
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system hvmax is approximately a linear function of composi-
Etion. This would imply that AG « 0 and thus NH3-H20
would be like an ideal solution where the intermolecular
interactions between like and unlike molecules are
equivalent. In this case there would be little energy
difference between removing either an ammonia or water
molecule from the liquid structure to form the cavity. We
could be wrong if the situation is analogous to that of
DMSO and HjO. We assume it is riot equivalent.
In any event, our knowledge of the structure and
intermolecular forces present in polar liquids is meager,
which introduces a great deal of uncertainty in our
theoretical description. Nevertheless, we present the
results of this calculation in Fig. 3 as a plot of hv ̂ max
for each species, (NH^)N (H20 ) v e r s u s  mole fraction of 
solvent. The hVmax for the most stable cavity correspond­
ing to AG^ and AG2 are represented by dashed lines. It 
appears that the experimental results lie between our two 
theoretical estimates. However, the energy differences 
between clusters are rather small which would seem to 
indicate that for any given mole fraction there is a 
distribution of cavity types. In such a case one would
i
expect the half-width of the optical absorption band to
increase considerably for mixtures. This is not observed;
it appears that there are features of the mixed
solvent calculations that are not well described by our 
model.
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III. THE DIELECTRON - DOES IT EXIST?
Single electron localized states are considered to be 
characteristic of solutions that are "dilute” - e.g. 
formed by alkali metal concentrations in ammonia of less 
than .03 molar. Solutions which are more concentrated 
with respect to the alkali metal component exhibit two 
other distinct states. In the region of intermediate con­
centrations there exists a diamagnetic state and at higher 
_concentrations (greater than .5m/A), a metallic state. One 
of several mechanisms proposed to account for this dia­
magnetic species, is the dielectron, i.e. the two electron 
= 31cavity (e2)soiv • There are, however, some contradictions 
between this model and the observable properties of these 
solutions.
Experimentally the intermediate concentration region 
is characterized by a decrease in magnetic susceptibility. 
It seems there is some mechanism of spin pairing. The 
situation is complicated by the fact that other experi­
mental results on solutions of this concentration remain 
almost unchanged, e.g. the optical absorption band exhibits
a slight concentration dependence in h\>max but the band
71shape and width are independent of concentration. There­
fore, if a new species is formed that satisfies the dia­
magnetic requirement, its spectroscopic properties must 
be similar to the single electron. A discussion of this
74
vital point can be found in Dye's article, "The Dilemma
72of Metal Ammonia Solutions."
We have investigated the dielectron from a theoretical 
point of view by determining its stability relative to two 
single electrons. The model potential was altered to 
accomodate two electrons. The potential of the inertial 
polarization is that due to the charge density of two 
electrons. The polaron potential applicable to this case 
is derived from the following equations where Y, the two 
electron wave function is given by
fl. = *ls ( 1 H 1S(2) [ a ^ ) g(2)’ P(1)ot(2) ]
$*i5(r) = -4irp (r)
V2fis(r) = 4*(p°(r)+p°(r)) (31)
where ‘t̂ le potential for the trapped dielectron?
p°(r^) is the charge density of electron 1 at r^ averaged 
over the coordinates of electron 2,
pl(rl> = *ls(rl)I*la(r2)dT •
We can also express (31) as
6 (r) * -vfls(r) - -^(fj(r)+f°(r))
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The inertial polarization which is responsible for the 
attractive Coulombic-like potential acting on the electron 
pair is
V r> = In
fD<r> “ In S(r> *
The interaction between the electron and the inertial 
polarization is
jfi-fiD  dT = fj. j S . f i  dx
= Bj^(f°(r)+f^(r)).^(f°(r)+f°(r)) dr 
= ej(f°(r)+f°(r))$2(f°(r)+f°(r)) dr






23 (<^ls12f8 w l V
As we are using for the potential f, the polaron potential
(i.e. 3f * -3/r), the interaction of the electron pair
with the inertial polarization becomes
R
-23 (5) | |i|>ls(r) 12dr 0 < r < R
o
-23(2) | U ls(r)l2 | dr r > R .
R
In addition, another tern arises due to the Coulombic
repulsion of the two electrons. Since we are using the
adiabatic model, we assume that the electronic repulsion
is "screened" somewhat by the presence of the medium
48electrons. Following Land and O'Reilly, the potential 
at electron 1 due to electron 2 (for electron 1 outside 
the cavity of radius R) is
G(r) = i G0 <ri) rx > R .
When electron 1 is inside the cavity,
G(r) = G0 (r1)-(l-l/D0p)G0 (R) < R
so that the Coulombic repulsion, U^2 *s
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U12 = I  ^2r2(G(r)-(l-l/Dop))Go (R)dr
o
\p r G (r)dr (33)
The optical dielectric constant, D0p, is used since 
the screening is done by the medium electrons. The , 
limit R in the integral represents the distance (measured 
from the center of the cavity) at which screening 
begins.
The ground state electronic energy is determined
from
(ij»̂s is the one electron function). The potential V(r) is
2<iJ>ls|Te + V(r) U ls> + u2 2 = c 2
23 NM
\  ~ Rd ~ a
R. < r < Rc
-  M +  vO r > R.cr
The total electronic energy is
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E , = e. + S. el 2 x
where
(1 - jp-'
S- - - -“ rC,.---- —  S,1 2Rd ls 2RC ls
with
{ K s iCls = 2 | u , _ | 2 a?
To determine the total energy (electronic plus medium), 
we need the polarization energy, it of the medium
n = j  |fpdx
where
f - fl + f 2
therefore
nDielectron “ 2 (2<^1l2fi U 1>)
~ (single electron)
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The first "optically allowed" excited state is formed 
when one of the electrons is excited to a "2p" orbital.
If the spin state does not change, the
resulting state can be designated and the wave function
used in this situation is




*ls = Nde'dr “  *1S = NdCde‘dr + NB V e“6r
<J>2p = N^rcose e
The potential inside the cavity is spherically symmetrical 
so that
flp - fls(r> + f2p (r) •
The Coulombic repulsion Ugp was calculated using the
73following equation
+ 255p f  <GoS<r>*2p + GoIW l s >  d? •
R
73This form of the repulsion is due to Feng et al. and
was adopted because it was not possible to apply the
48method of Land and O'Reilly to the excited state. In 
this method one determines the potential at one electron 
by taking an average of the potential due to an electron 
in a (spherically averaged) 2p state. There is also an 
exchange term which is given by
K =  <*l8(l)*2p (2)l^|tis(2)*2p(l)> .
To take into account the screening of the exchange term,
K can be divided by the optical dielectric constant.
This overestimates the effect of screening, however it is 
impossible to separate this (strictly quantum mechanical) 
expression into one which is applicable outside the 
cavity and one inside as was done for the repulsion term. 
We found that it makes little difference whether or not K 
is screened by the factor 1/D as the value of K is
81
rather small.
1The electronic energy of the P state is therefore
«|/ls|Te+V(r) |*ls> + «fr2p |Te+V(r) |<f>2p> + Ugp+K = .
i.e. one electron is in a ls orbital and one is in the 
excited 2p orbital.
The remaining contributions to the total energy are 
the same as those of the one electron cavity (using the 
charge distribution appropriate for the dielectron). For 
the two electron cavity to be favored over the one 
electron cavity, it is necessary that




1 AH2 - AHl < 0
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where Ah2 refers to the total energy of the dielectron 
and AHj' is that of the single electron cavity. The two 
electron calculations were done using both 4 and 12 
molecules on the first layer. The results are summarized 
in Table 8. A smaller value of 8 results in a less 
stable two electron species. The extent to which 
screening is allowed, i.e. the value used for R in 
Eg. (33), has an even greater effect. The use of the 
adiabatic model requires that there be some screening of 
the electronic repulsion, since it is assumed that the 
electronic polarization (of the medium) can follow the 
motion of the localized electrons. Screening only occurs 
for that part of the charge distribution which penetrates 
the medium outside the cavity. If we allow the molecules 
of the solvation layer to participate in screening, then 
we must use the radius, in Eg. (33). If, however, we 
assume screening to properly begin at the continuum, then 
we need to use R = Rc. The effect of this can be seen 
in Table 8, the total energy for those calculations in 
which screening begins at R_ is always greater than those 
for screening from RA. It is not simply that the Coulombic 
repulsion is less in the latter case, but it seems that 
screening allows more charge inside the cavity thus 
increasing those attractive interactions in the potential. 
There is also an increase in S^, especially the contribu­
tion from the electronic polarization of the molecules of
TABLE 8
Energies for Two Electron Cavities in Ammonia
U12
From
N 8 RA.mxn e2 Eel G H. to etot hv A
4 .477 1.75 -4.468 -4.599 1.911 2.550 -1.716 .763 -.032
4 .523 1.75 -5.017 -5.161 1.967 2.831 -1.991 .869 -.094
4 .477 1.75 -4.743 -4.948 1.874 2.698 -1.885 .932 -.169
4 .523 1.70 -5.383 -5.604 1.944 3.029 -2.177 1.064 -.187
12 .477 3.35 -4.725 -5.463 2.024 2.113 -1.885 .986 -.116
12 .523 3.30 -5.227 -6.000 2.077 2.347 -2.115 1.047 -.156
12 .477 3.25 -5.202 -6.146 1.927 2.204 -2.258 1.249 -.303





(e )solv 6 = .523
ETOT Is ”*9011 
8 = .477
ETOT Is = ~-8264
A = 1/2 AH^-AHi 
 2 STF lesiilts4 .477 1.80 -4.488 -4.595 2.000 2.674 -1.619 .627 + .150
R° 4 .523 1.70 -5.174 -5.288 2.138 3.055 -1.884 . 747- +.093
Rt 4 .477 1.75 -4.861 -5.048 2.035 2.890 -1.801 .818 + .058
r a 4 .523 1.70 -5.523 -5.721 2.105 3.236 -2.095 .954 -.012
Rc 12 .477 3.30 -5.059 -5.925 2.249 2.259 -2.085 1.178 -.085Rq 12 .523 3.25 -5.587 -6.479 2.294 2.504 -2.315 1.273 -.122
r a 12 .477 3.20 -5.650 -6.777 2.069 2.335 -2.598 1.609 -.342
r a 12 .523 3.20 -6.107 -7.245 2.076 2.562 -2.835 1.666 -.382
(e >solv * = *523 
eTqt “1.035
8 = .477
ETOT I s  =  ~ * 9 5 8
V = -.20 o
(exchange is not 
screened)
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the first layer. One would expect some increase in 
repulsive forces e.g. dipole-dipole , but the attractive 
forces seem to outweigh this.
For almost all cases studied it seems that the 
larger cavity (with N=12) is the most stable for the di­
electron. There is also evidence that the one term wave 
function does not give a sufficiently accurate representa­
tion of the charge density (the energies calculated with 
a two term function for N=4 are.slightly higher than those 
calculated using a one term function). Considering the 
results in Table 8 which are the best description of the 
two electron problem, (the two term wave function with N=12 
and screening from Rc ) the relative stability is on 
the order of -.1 eV.
There are other energy and entropy terms one should 
also take into account. For example, the hydrogen 
bonding mentioned in the previous chapter could become 
important. If the most stable dielectron has 12 molecules 
on the cavity surface and the most stable single electron 
has 4, then there is an energy difference associated with 
the 4 extra molecules the dielectron receives over the 8 
for two single electron cavities. There is also an 
entropy contribution from electron pairing. Thus it seems 
unlikely that the two electron species is responsible for 
the magnetic behavior observed.
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73Feng, Feuri and Kevan have also calculated the
energy of the dielectron using the SCF method and they
find that it is stable in both water and ammonia.
74Tachiya has recently published an analysis of the two
electron problem for the continuum model. He points out
that in the SCF model the coulombic term should not be
73screened as was done by Feng et al. In the continuum 
approximation, Tachiya established the criteria for 
stability for the adiabatic and the SCF approaches in 
terms of the dielectric constants. For the SCF model he 
finds
D < 1.5 s
and for the adiabatic case Dg. < 3/2 Dop. Thus if one 
neglects all short range interactions, the dielectron 
would not be expected to be stable in polar liquids such 
as ammonia and water.
IV. OTHER EXCITED STATES
It is well known that a Coulomb-like potential (-B/r) 
can support a number of excited states. With the 
intention of determining the possible role of these 
excited states in radiative or non radiative processes, we 
extended our original calculation to locate the relative 
position of the "2s" state. The details and results of 
this calculation can be found in Appendix A. We have 
recently done a calculation that included some higher "P" 
states as well as the 2s state. These results are re­
ported in Table 9. The "p" states were determined by 
optimizing the variational parameters of combinations of 
Slater-type functions of the form
<b = N r11"*1 e~Yr cos 0 np np
where N is the normalization constant and y is the np
variational parameter. Only the pz levels need to be
considered since there is no term pz in the potential which
destroys spherical synmetry. Kestner̂ fias obtained results
in agreement with these using a finite difference method
76developed by McKoy et al. According to this procedure 


















* Electronic energies in eV
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can be solved numerically by expressing the derivatives 
in terms of differences, e.g.
where h is the grid size. To handle potentials with a
The differential equation, (34) , is reduced to
Using (35), (36) is transformed into a set of linear 
equations of the form
DU = eU
where D is a matrix with diagonal elements and off 
diagonal elements on either side of the main diagonal
(35)
76large radial extent (such as ours) McKoy et al. 
introduced the transformations
r = x2
i|>(x) = U ( x ) x “ 3/ 2
2
) U (x) = eU (x) .] + V (x) + 2x
(36)
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due to the presence of the terms U(x+h) and U(x-h). The 
eigenvectors of D represent the ground and excited states 
and would be exact for an infinite number of grid points. 
Due to the difficulty of representing our potential in 
the form of Eq. (12), a simpler potential was used, i.e.
0 < r < Rc
r > Rc (37)
with
V = -.22 eV. o
The results are reported in Table 9. The agreement is 
fairly goodrparticularly for the higher states.
From the calculations of this section we have drawn 
the following conclusions. The strong influence of the 
short range potential is evident in the ordering of the 
first few states, i.e. the 2p state has an energy less 
than the 2s as is found for a purely spherical potential 
well. This also rules out the 2s state as being important 
in any non radiative relaxation process of the 2p state.
The ls+2s transition which is not dipole allowed (unless 
there is some vibronic mixing) has an energy corresponding 







such a state could be observed by a two photon process, 
but experimentally it has not been found. From Table 9, 
it appears that the higher states are "Rydberg-like", 
primarily determined by the potential (-0/r + V )•
V. SOME MODIFICATIONS
A. Cavity Distortions
All the results reported in this work up to this 
point fail to provide an adequate explanation for the 
width of the optical absorption band. Any contribution 
of transitions of the type ls-hp is ruled out, as they 
appear at energies too high to be contained within the 
band. In view of the inability of the model to describe 
such a basic experimental result, it is necessary to con­
sider some modifications. We first sought a broadening 
mechanism through the effect of some simple cavity 
distortions which could occur as a result of the rapid 
exchange of molecules on the first layer with those of 
the medium.
Introduction of an angular dependent potential term 
could remove the degeneracy of the "P" states by mising 
states with "s" and "p" character thus allowing transi­
tions to several states close in energy. This could 
"broaden" the absorption band. Such an angular dependence 
could arise from a particular arrangement of dipoles of 
the first layer. If this arrangement is one in which the 
cavity appears to have a dipole moment, then the medium 
outside in response to this dipole field produces a 
reaction field in the cavity.
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Those configurations which lead to a total dipole 
moment outside the cavity involve a rotation of one (or 
more) dipoles about their equilibrium positions (see Fig. 
4 ). Deformation away from general tetrahedral symmetry 
would accomplish the same thing but would be much more 
difficult to treat. Allowing one dipole to rotate so as 
to make an angle $ between the dipole and the radius 
vector leads to the following potential (in free space),
Vinside _ jjpr (3 + cos'l',
MVoutside = TT (cose (coŝ i-1) + sin\|> sine cos<t>) . (38)
Since this is embedded in a "continuum" dielectric 
material, we must consider the response of the medium.
From classical electrostatic theory, the potential becomes
(cosi|>+3) - r (cos0 (cos,,'“1> +Ld ARd
sinij> cos $ sin6) r < A (39)
3  M  [cose (cost|>-l)+sinifi sine cost|»] r > A
A (2D+1)r
(40)




where A is taken to be the distance Rd. The dipole poten­
tial of the CKJ model is replaced by Eq. (39) and (40) 
is added to the potential for r  ̂Rd. The results, re­
ported in Table 10 indicate that the dipole rotation has 
very little effect on the energy levels.
B. The Polaron Potential
The basis of the long range potential is polaron
28theory. The original polaron theory of Frohlich was 
developed for a simple ionic crystal in which there is 
one longitudinal optical mode of frequency w which inter­
acts with the electron. The magnitude of this inter­
action is governed by the "coupling constant" which is 
proportional to 0, i.e. 0 = 1/Dop - 1/Ds. The medium 
itself is characterized by a collection of independent 
harmonic oscillators of frequency a>. This description 
implies there is a long range correlation of the
polarization. However; as has been pointed out by 
77Funabashi this is rather an unlikely situation in a 
liquid.
A generalization of the "polaron problem" in terms
of the linear response of the medium has been presented 
78by Toyozawa based on the original theory of linear
79 80response by Kubo. Dogonadze et al. have applied such
results to their studies of a condensed polar medium. The
95
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following is an outline of the derivation of some important 
results of the polaron problem in the terminology of 
linear response theory.
A dielectric medium responds to an external field 
D(r,t) producing a polarization at the point r't'. As 
long as the response of the medium is linear, these 
effects can be described by
a(r,r',t-t') is known as an "aftereffect" function. If
the Fourier transform in space and time of (40) reduces 
to the simple linear form
where d is referred to as the polarizability. A quantum 
mechanical expression for the polarizability can be 
derived from first order time dependent perturbation theory. 
The interaction of the polarization with the external 
field is given by
(40)
the medium is homogeneous, d is a function of |r-r'| and
Pqw = «(q,w)DqaJ (41)
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where P(r) is the operator in the SchrOdinger representa-
A
tion for the local polarization, Pq is its Fourier trans­
form,
Pq = J p ( r ) e  ^ * r  d r
The medium is described by a Hamiltonian Hm, eigenfunctions 
and eigenvalues EN« To avoid non-linear effects and 
to insure causality it is necessary to introduce a factor 
e into the perturbation where n is positive and very 
small, i.e. the electric field expressed in terms of its 
Fourier components becomes
»<*'« = * I §i ei5'?'i“t+nt V •
This corresponds to "adiabatic" .boundary conditions. The 
interaction is turned on very slowly through n and at the 
end of the calculation the limit n-*-0 is taken. A straight­
forward application of perturbation theory allows calcula­
tion of the wave function of the system in the presence 
of the perturbation H^nfc,
—iE t
V (t) = Z aft)* e n (42)M _ n n
where
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a ft) = E f —  f P~qNM 0(3(11 -iwt+iwNMt+ntn q J 2ir w-wNM+xn
p n+_ qNM uqo) eiwt+ia>NMt+nt (43)
“  oi+(oNM+in
with
am (‘““) = 1 ' PqNH “ ‘V Pq V  •
The expectation value of Pq at time t,
«Pq(t) >> = AVM<YM (t)PqVM (t)>
can be calculated from (42) and (43). This becomes
2 2
«pq(t)» =  f Ss*. { J - ^ i a g g L 1-  -  l - f f f i L . )  e“iwt+nt«Pq(t)» J 2% t u-a)NM+ln 6
(44)
where = EN-EM • From the macroscopic equation
<JV  “ «<«'“> Dq.
a(q,w) is identified as the quantity contained within 
brackets in Eq. (44). In general a is a tensor and has 
components ij where i and j refer to x, y or z. d is of 
the form d = AB in which A and B are vectors d is a dyadic
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in which a. . is related to the product P..P. and x;j x j
«i;j(q,t-f) = J §£ dij(qra>)e"iw(t"t,) . (45)
Singularities appear in a(q,co) for u = ±.a)nm“;*-T1' which all 
lie below the real axis due to the presence of the factor 
in. Evaluating the integral,
d. . (q, t—t') = AVm E —  ttt  P P*0 m n J 2tr w-U)NM+xn qxMN -q;jNM
dm e‘i“(t-t')f 3“J 2ir P P_^,2n w+wjjM+:’Ln -qjMN qiNM
for the case in which t-t'>0 requires a semi-circular 
contour in the lower half of the w plane. This integral 
is evaluated by the residue theorem and since all poles 
are enclosed in the contour we obtain -2irie^‘uNM^t”'t  ̂. 
For t-t'<0 the contour in the upper half plane must be 
used and d(q,t-t') = 0 since d(q,w) is analytic here, 
therefore
-iw M (t-t')
dij(q,t”t') = AVMi(£ e PqiMN P-qjNM
e P-qjMNPqiNM ) *
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This has an especially simple form if the operators, Pq^
are expressed in the Heisenberg representation. In that 
case a..(q,t-t') becomes
where [ ] denotes the commutator. Thus the "response” 
of the system (characterized by the polarizability d) 
is related to the correlation that exists between the 
polarization at r,t and that at r',t'. Correlation func­
tions can be defined as
In addition the Kramers-Kronig relations follow from
X ( q r t - t ' )  = «[Pq (t),P_q (t')]»
(r“r,)<<[P(r,t) ,P(r,,t,)]» (46)
S(q,t-t') = « P q (t) ,P_q (t')»
+ 0 0 + 0 0
+ ilia (q^oi) —  0
so that
-f*00
Re a(q,u) = f- P | Im dco
«00
+0»
T . * 1 _ f Re dta,^1) , .Im o.(q,o>) = -  P J ----  d“
-CO
Another important relation is easily established by 
defining
= AVM I  l<P-q>NM|26(“NM-“ )N ^




d(q,u>) = lim f dw' [. j w-u'+iu w'+ai+in•CD
By interchanging the indices M,N appropriately in Eq.
-0BWJ(q,u>) = e J(-q#w)
eB “ 1/KBT •
Taking the limit as n-»-0 in Eq. (49) and making use of
81the Dirac relation







Bn a(q,w) = - (J(q,w) - J(-q,-a>))
(50)
which is one form of the fluctuation dissipation theorem. 
The imaginary part of the polarizability is related to 
the real transitions iilduced in a system by an external 
probe (here an electric field). This relation could also 
be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of (either 
one of) the correlation functions.
For future reference the purely spatial correlation 
function appropriate to time independent perturbations is
An interesting result is obtained upon calculating the
(51)
statistical average of the medium Hamiltonian78
(52)
Substituting from (42), Eq. (52) becomes
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since H = where H is the total Hamiltonian of the
system. Using (43) for aN (t)f the product aN (t) daN (t)/dt 
includes an expression of the form
■foo *4*00
lim ne2nt [ dt' Dq(t)Dq+ (t') AV E f §£ ei“<t-t')
n+0 J N“  00 “  00
{  ̂P -qNM  ̂  + ^PqN m I2 y
(a,NM"“ ) 2 + T ] 2  (wNM+ a ,)2 + n 2
which is equivalent to
+ 0 0
I lim ne2nt ~ «[Prr(t),P _ (t) ] >>Dq(t)Dq(t’)dt?
J n->0 * q ~qm  oo
or
+ 0 0
= \  \  a (q# t-t1) Dq (t) Dq (t' )dt' (53)
•-00
Eq. (53) represents one half of the probe-medium inter­
action energy. It is therefore evident that (52) contains 
a term which cancels one half of the interaction energy in
a calculation of <<VM^t^ HM+Hint
Up to this point nothing very specific has been said 
about the medium. It has been assumed that the medium 
can be described by a set of polarizations which are 
identified with the displacements of molecules, atoms, 
or electrons composing it. The Hamiltonian of this system 
(previously referred to as HM) can be expressed in terms of
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the polarization coordinates and the appropriate canonical 
conjugates. The frequencies of the normal modes of this 
system determine the poles of d(q,fa>). in the case of 
crystals, the number of atoms in the unit cell determines 
the number of branches (normal modes) in the optical 
spectrum and the Hamiltonian is written as the sum over 
these modes. In real liquids on£ expects polarization 
waves to be damped, i.e. interactions between the polariza­
tion ?(r) and its conjugate variable G(r) are present which
80complicates the problem considerably. Dogonadze et al. 
have assumed that the Hamiltonian describing the liquid in 
terms of the P's and G's and the cross terms containing 
both variables can be approximately diagonalized by rela­
tions of the type
where the index v is the branch index. Since in a liquid 
there is translational symmetry only over macroscopic 
dimensions, the "unit cell" contains a large (N-*-®) number 
of molecules; therefore, v is essentially continuous. 
Expanding the Hamiltonian in terms ofthe variables P^ and
G to second order,v
(54)
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H = \  Z E fdr dr' {Fjj (r,r')G5(r)Gj(r') 
* v ij '
Expressing H in Fourier components




gZ = s Bi lrtq E q 5
which is equivalent to the introduction of normal co­
ordinates ,
1 _ ,A2 2 1 2 ,H = ? I {ir5 - *.5Q?> .
The extension to quantum mechanics follows by imposing 
the appropriate commutation relations on the operators
A A A ̂




H = E (or(a,ar + 1/2)





In terms of this Hamiltonian, the Fourier transform of 
the correlation function, S(q,a>) may be written as
t  = t-t'
Substituting (55) into (48) and using (49)
Im a(q,b>) = - E B*(q)Bg(q) (6 (w+û ) -6 (w-w^)) (57)
It is necessary to relate a(q,u) to the dielectric function.










80from which Dogonadze derives the sum rule
. . X (to_) . , 1
I B “ (,)B|(q) - J - = i J  a - x w a t l - y . ,  (59)
* o 3
where X(oo) is an arbitrary function. Also
1 Bjj+ (q)Bp (q)
■ * ij -  4” I 0,2-ti, (60)
so that
B^+ (q)Bj(q)
T O P J T = sij ' 4" 5 f i   (61)
Since the medium is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, 
d^j and K̂ .. have only parallel (| | ) and perpendicular 
components.
80The description of the polar medium by Dogonadze 
is in terms of what he refers to as "collective modes".
The frequencies at which the medium absorbs electromagnetic 
radiation are determined from Eq. (57) when oj=u .̂ Since in 
a liquid the frequencies are practically continuous, many 
of them contribute to a single absorption band. If the 
band is designated by the index n, then the frequencies
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involved are {io_ }. The collective mode n is then the 
set of u£n« The assumption is that these bands are 
clearly separated from each other and all within a 
band correspond to one particular type of molecular, 
intermolecular, electronic, etc. motion. The dielectric 
response of the medium to an electric field of frequency 
os, os^os^ is expressed in terms of Re K (qy'jy where the con­
tributions to the dielectric function are from all modes 
<*><(»>£. The sum over £ is now replaced by the double sum
E E . Dogonadze associates with each "collective mode" n 
n ?n
a polarizability dn or equivalently a correlation function.
The total polarizability of the medium is then E dn.
n
In order to accomplish this separation into the 
individual dn, w in Eq. (60) is taken to be a frequency 
between two absorption bands, i.e. j so that
- N-l j-1 osl B+(q)B (q)
1 ~ K" l a  os) s 4n{ Z 2 - 2 2 -§ -s ^ ---  }j,iq,<*» n=;. ?n n=1 en ^
where N-l refers to the last band (highest frequency ab­
sorption) and j1 is used to indicate the position of oi 
between bands j and j-1. A similar equation can be 
written for 1/K (q,o>) where u is between absorption bands 




B+(q)B£(q) , . , 1
2 s 4tt {K (q) ” K St(q)} *C<5n n
To consider the properties of the spatial correlation 
function, from Eqs. (56) and (57)
•fOO -f 00
S| | (q) “ | s I | (q,io)d«> - §7 J ^  kWT^T '
—  00 — 00 1 - 0
80Dogonadze separates S (q) into two general regions —  
classical and quantum mechanical —  depending on whether 
w<<KgT or w>>KgT. Using (59) and (62)
^classical* _ _ B^(<3)B^(^) 1 i
W > ’ B 5<5n 4" ‘W  ^ 5 7 ’
(64)
and
SQ-m. (q), j BX {q} B$ H ). = r  d„ -  kw,-)5>5n  “ 5 J w , |< (q,u)|
Further information about the correlation function,
<P||(r), P||(r')> can be extracted from physical con-
80siderations. Dogonadze assumes that polarizations
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correlate over distances giveh by 1/A. As A-K), S||(r-r')-»-
S fi(r-r') where S is the value in the limit of an infinite o o
correlation range (1/A), i.e. S|| and d|| exhibit no g 
dependence and <P||(r)P|j(r *)> = <p | |(r)>^. Therefore it 
is expected that the form S| [(r'-r') takes for most systems 
is that of a "broadened" delta function. Dogonadze 
introduces the functions <fr| |(R/A) such that
S II,1(R) Soll ,iW X )
where R = r-r' and f||(q) is the appropriate Fourier 
transform of <|>| j. The g dependence has been placed in the 
function f so that from (62) and (63)
1 1 _ / 1 _ 1 \ ^classical
Kiin w  ‘ 11 " K nst II lq)stW  *„|| *| |st
and
| a“ Im soqT^r “ f 11(q) \ d“ lm r o r  •
Taking the limit of f||(q) for the classical case where 
q << 1/A , Dogonadze finds that
fI|(q) a 1 - cq2
Ill
which offers some justification for his choice of a
—R/Acorrelation function, e ' for which
f I I (q) s  a 9  a 1 - 2 \ 2 q 2' 1 (1+q » )
for
qA I I << 1 .
81In another paper Dogonadze and Kornyshev apply 
these results to a calculation of the free energy of 
hydration for several ions. From measurements of Im 
on H2O they assign regions of tfye spectrum to three 
"collective" modes each having its own correlation range, 
therefore
1 “ K f (q) ~ 11 KJ  fe *qXeJ + Kr1 fr(qXr)SC 6 6
+ f e  - K^ 1 V * D >
where the subscript e refers to the electronic mode, r 
to the orientation oscillations and D to the hindered 
rotation of dipoles. and Av were estimated by using 
the fact that the correlation range is on the order of 
the wavelength of the corresponding collective mode, so
o othat Ae ~ .53 A and Ar r .1 A. \D was determined from
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experimental measurements of the hydration energy,
0
Xp Z  11 A.
In order to apply these results to the problem of 
an electron localized in a polar fluid, we need to 
establish an expression for the potential of the electron 
in terms of the wave vector dependent dielectric function. 
The total Hamiltonian is of the form
HTOT = * + 1 / 2 )  + | p <r > ‘ D(r >d£  + Tr
where Tr is the kinetic energy of the electron. To treat 
this problem one can assume that the "slow" modes of the 
medium, i.e. those associated with nuclear motion respond 
to an average "static" charge distribution of the electron. 
The medium Hamiltonian can be written as
E a)-(a a* + 1/2) + Z w (apa* + 1/2)
Z<Zn ^  S S
where 5<?n refers to the modes that cannot respond to the 
instantaneous position of the extra electron, while those 
with 5>£n represent the medium electronic part. In the 
adiabatic approximation the excess electron is assumed 
to have a velocity less than that of a medium electron. 
Hence the medium electrons are at equilibrium with 
respect to the excess electron and are not considered part 
of the trapping potential. The potential needed is only
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that averaged over the modes £<£n. The particle medium 
interaction can be written as
,+% ,' *<Vq + P-q V
where
4ttp -*■
°a =  e i q ’ rq iq
and using the fact that D| | (q) = . Neglecting the
term Tr and performing the average over 5<£n:
<H. . > = lim Z <P n + P „fî >ent
int n-,o q q q "q q
The statistical average of the probe-medium interaction 
takes the form
<Hint> = E fa'(q,t-t,)Dq(t)D+q(t')dt'
q J
= - Z fa ' (q»t-t') I— I2 dt'
a J q
since in our case p(q) is not a function of time
= - E a'(q,0) |— g-(̂ -|2
q q
where d ’ indicates that the average is over ?<£n and is
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U 80given by
a'“c(9) ~ 4” <K| |n (q> ” K ||st(q) ’
Therefore
<Hint> ”{d^ (K ^(q) " K gt(q) |2
As there is no experimental data available on the wave 
vector dependence of the dielectric function, following 
Dogonadze we can write this as
2
<H. > = (-
m t  ,m *'||st J q‘
(k7T" " kTT"’ f |4lt29 2 K l In K l |m j q 2
+ etc.
where f(qX) is a function expressing the range of correla­
tion of the modes under consideration. With one 
collective mode of primary importance this becomes
“ (ir f f (qX)dq .I I n K| | St J n
There is also another term from <H„> that cancels half.M
of this i.e. the polarization energy of the medium (53),
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which in the CKJ treatment is added in after minimizing 
the electronic energy. The appropriate expression for 
the electronic energy is now
dT + JV* V«* dx
- ( ^ -  - = - * - >  f f (qi)a5
K | In K | 1st J g
where V' is the remaining part of the CKJ potential. The 
quantity (1/K n - 1/K . ) or its Fourier transform
qreplaces the 8/r term.
Since in previous sections we used the potential 
induced by an electron at rest instead of the "static" 
charge distribution p(q), we set p(q) = 1 and
D| | <q> - $
This leads to an electronic potential of the form
- fe: F(ARc) 0 < r < Rd 
Rd2^  Rc
The long range function -e/r is modified by the factor 
F(rX). Since this factor is not known experimentally, in
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order to illustrate the dependence of the energy level 
structure on the form of the long range potential, we have 
done model calculations using functions which exhibit the 
limiting behavior of F(rA)-K)as r*00 . Due to the difficulty 
and limitations of adapting a variational type calcula­
tion based on wave functions to the potentials, the finite 
difference method was used. All calculations were based 
on the same well depth (.. 2. eV) for the short range
O
potential which extends to 2.7 A (i.e. approximately the 
equilibrium cavity radius of NH^ in the normal calcula­
tion) . For comparison the results from a calculation 
using a simple square well as well as the usual polaron 
potential are presented in Table 11. Figure 5 is a 
graphical representation of the long range part of some of 
the potentials used in our calculations; the resulting 
energy levels can be found in Table 11. For the simple 
square well there is only one bound state and as previously 
discussed, for the potential -3/r there are an infinite 
number of bound excited states. Modifications of the 
potential by functions F(r\) result in energy level 
structures intermediate to these two cases. Using the 
function suggested by Dogohadze, i.e. Exp(-r/A) reveals a 
strong dependence on the "correlation length" A. This 
factor determines how rapidly the function approaches
zero. For A= 40 a (a is the Bohr radius) there areo o
still several bound excited states, with X = 25 aQ (the
TABLE 11
results"*" of calculations WITH POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS F(r)
\ F ( r )
State's. 1 0 Exp(-r/40 aQ) Exp(-r/25 aQ) Exp(-r/10 aQ) Exp(-r/25 ao)(r/Rd)1/2
Is -2.194 -1.496 -2.061 -2.000 -1.810 -2.068
2s - .657 - .393 - .278 - .034 - .588
3s - .316 - .089 - .027 - .195
4s - .186 - .010 - .043
2p - .895 - .632 - .504 - .150 - .763
3p - .389 - .144 - .056 - .277
4p - .217 - .022 - .074
3d - .379 - .116 - .023 - .292
^Electronic energies are reported in eVs.
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Figure 5. Some potential diagrams for different functions 
F(rA). The well depth is .156 atomic units 
(4.26 eV) , distance from the well is measured 
in Bohr radii, aQ. (a) Exp(-r/10 aQ),






value which Dogonadze assigned to H20), the 2p and 2s 
states are the only excited states of significance, and 
for X = 10 aQ the 2s is marginally bound. Thus the smaller 
correlation length, while not appreciably affecting the 
lowest (ground) state has a very significant effect on the 
higher excited states. One can also modify the function 
in such a way that the long range behavior is not damped
as much as the exponential but goes to zero more rapidly
8 1/2 than 8/r e.g. a function of the type - — exp(-r/X) (r/Rd) '
has an energy level structure between that calculated from
- — exp(-r/X) and that due to the simple polaron potential.
These potentials have all been based on an "averaged"
liquid structure. The validity of such an approach has been
83questioned by Funabashi. The actual potential is not 
smooth but fluctuates from site to site due to the 
instantaneous interaction of the electron with solvent 
molecules. One effect is the damping already considered 
above; in addition there could be minor oscillations about 
the mean. These minor oscillations have a very small effect 
according to some sample calculations we have done.
One could concoct any number of functions and in­
vestigate their effect on the energy level structure of 
such systems but without any further information one 
cannot know which bears any resemblance to reality. It 
seems clear that a modification of the polaron potential 
that takes into account the correlation of polarizations
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within the liquid medium in general decreases the number 
of bound states available and this raises the possibility 
of bound-continuum transitions occuring at lower energies 
than predicted from the simple polaron model.
One possible source of additional information on this 
subject is the molecular dynamics work of Stillinger and 
Rahman. Molecular dynamics is one type of computer 
simulation of the liquid state. For a particular model 
potential describing the intermolecular interactions in 
a liquid, the classical equations of motion are solved for 
a given number of molecules (~200). This technique gives 
a microscopic description of molecular motions and 
arrangements over a period of time. Thus far most of the 
work has been done on water.
Much information about the properties of water can be 
extracted from such calculations. One particular feature 
investigated by Stillinger and Rahman which is of interest 
to us is the correlation of the dipole moment of one H20 
molecule with the dipole directions of neighboring 
molecules. It was found that such a correlation does exist 
and from the data reported we attempted to find a function 
which could describe this correlation. Most of the results 
indicated that it was "roughly" exponential. Recently a 
new model, the "central-force" or "weak electrolyte" model 
has been developed which allows a convenient expression for 
the dielectric function to be derived. Perhaps better
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calculations along these lines would be sufficiently 
accurate to be of some use to us. So far the results 
contain sizeable uncertainties. Further development of 
the methods proposed in this section require new computer 
or experimental data.
PART TWO - ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS
A theory of outer-sphere electron transfer reactions 
in polar solvents was developed which utilized the same 
division of solvent into regions - hydration layer and 
continuum - as was done for the case of the solvated 
electron. By considering the symmetrical vibrational 
modes of the first layer and the polaron modes of the 
continuum, a quantum mechanical expression for the electron 
transfer probability was derived which predicts a 
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lining the model of Kestner, Copeland, and Jortner, the energy of the 2s state in low concentration metal- 
ummonia solutions is calculated. With a coordiimtion number of 4 and V. « 0 eV, we predict that it lies about 
0,25 oV above the energy of tho Is -* 2p transition, i.s., at any energy corresponding to the high energy tail 
of tho obsorved allowed transition. Experimental confirmation of the location of this state Bhould bo possible.
I. Introduction
Them Imvn boon nmny nolculationa of tho nllowcd 
optical excitations of a localised electron in liquid am- 
monia.,•, Thcso studies have all been consistent with 
the idea of on electron localised in u cavity. Never­
theless, details such as the broad and very asymmetric 
form of the transition have not been explained. In 
addition, previous work docs not rule out completely 
alternative! descriptions of the state of the trapped elec­
tron.
Because of the qualitative success of our early work 
on the calculation of thu static properties of trapped 
electrons in polar liquids,1 we are extending our research 
on this subject in two directions: first, we are studying 
relaxation phenomena and factors relating to line shape, 
etc., and second, we are studying other features of this 
trapped species such us other excited states uiul the 
effects of liquid density. In this paper we report on 
calculations relating to'the location of the first excited 
m state of the model, namely the 2s state. This state 
is of quite different symmetry from the excited state 
and thus experimental confirmation of its location 
would provide more evidence supporting the model we 
have used. It. is only by studying all na|iccts of this 
problem that a given model can be substantial.*!.
II. Calculations
1 Icing n model developed by Copeland, Kestner, and 
.lortner’ for the dracription of localized excess electron 
states in polar solvents, we can calculate thu enorgy 
of the 2s excited state in dilute metal- anunnnia solu­
tions. The model consists of an electron in u cavity, 
the boundary of which is formed by a small number of 
symmetrically distributed solvent molecules. Dis­
crete interactions of the electron with solvent molecules 
are considered only for the first solvation layer, the 
remainder of the solution being treated os a continuum. 
The localization of the electron is due to the short- 
range attractive interaction of the electron with tho 
permanent dipolu moments of the nearest-neighbor 
solvent molecules, a long-range polarization of the con­
tinuum which leads to a potential ucting bock on the
electron (the Landau potential), and short-range 
rcpulsiv^ interactions between the electron and solvent 
molecules. For the formation of an energetically stable 
cavity it is necessary to introduce the olcctronio polar- 
izatioh und medium rearrangement energy.* Previous 
calculations of ground state and first excited p state 
using this model are in qualitative agreement with 
nmny of* the observed properties of dilute mctal-am- 
iminia solutions. Calculations reported in this work 
were done, with the refined potential (model 3)* and 
with a more extensive trial function that allowed us to 
calculate the energy of the 2s state, i.e., the firat excited 
h state orthogonal to the ground state.
The “model 3" potential for the determination of thu 
electronic energy has the form*
l'(r)
AW(co8 6) 







(0 <  r <  ft)
+  Vo (ft <  r <  ra)
Be*
~ -r + V. (ra <  r)
with
(± _ 1) 
\ D . „ D . )
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ibiit., 21, 52 (1953); R. A. Btalrs, ibid., 27, 1431 (1957); J. Jortner. 
ibid., 30, 839 (I960): Radiat. R u . 8uppt„ 4, 24 (1954); J. Jortner 
ami N . 11.' Keatner In “MaUl-Ammonf* Solutions, ProoaodJnf* of 
OolloauA Weyl II,° J. J. Lscowski and M. J. Blouko, Ed., Blitter* 
worths, Loudon, 107 \  p 49; D. E. O'RsiUy, J . Chrm. Phy$., 41, 
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and eq 33 should read
" u T  ~ 2 * /
■ w(coa«) +  eoCi’/ra
where 0 , ia either C. or G'.. In addition, lino U of Table I of rof 3 
contain, two mliprintj. That line ahould read
5204.7 1.414 0 .600
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H io iie ii E x c it e d  S t a t e s  i n  M b t a l -A u m o n ia  S o l u t io n s 2739
Tibia I i Result.-) fur the Moat Stable Cavity Kadiiu
---- Total mwhIm, aV---- Tnnaltlon Eatlmilrt* lino
Hk 19 l i . -wSla, ,V—. -Width, «V--. ,------ dir/.ll"----- •1. A laaUt, iUU ,uu la  -« Sp li-.Sl li-.Ii la -♦ Sp la  -, Si la -»Sp
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* CnliTihtlcd lining only a one-term wave function, i.e., Cu — C„ *■ 0. 1 Estimated half-line width: if Xi and X» ire points tin 
Ihi'grmiml-ntnteciu'rgy ettrvc where |fc’(.\'i) - E(IU)\ - |E(.Vi) - £(/f<)| •* 17', the half-line width Is approximately |MXi) —  M A ’t)|. 
• Determined from ilatn calculated at 1178 and 203*K. A linear dependence on temperature wait assumed.
whom N ik Hut number of molecules im (In- surface of 
tin' cavity (tin: best, numbers to use being 4 ami lt>, r,, 
is the distunm to the beginning of the continuum, und 
K is (lie ruiifigomtiimnl parameter (Mining the mean 
cavity radius. and D. arc the optical and static 
dielectric const nuts; go is the dipole monie.nl of tho am­
monia molecule. The average value of the cosine of 
the angle between the radius vector and the di|sile 
moment vector is included to account for the fact that 
the dipolcn are not rigidly orientetl. It is evaluated 
using the l.ungevin relationship for the tcm|H'ruture and 
enclosed e.luirge in i|uestinn.
The liml term in the potential is the chnrgc.-dipulc 
interaction which is considered to mil up to the center 
of the dipole. The. second term is the previously men­
tioned lamdtui potential. r„ is representative of the 
mierg)’ of the electron ill its "ipiasi-free" (unloeoliscd) 
state and is expected to be in the range — O.fleV < l\,< 
(l,o cV, for li>|uid ammonia.
The biuns set for the trial wave functions was com­
posed of iSlater-lypc Is, 2s, and 3a functions incorpo­
rating three nonlinear variational parameters, A, D, 
nod (I. Any one a orbital is n linear combination of 
each of these
<h =  i'i,e" u -1- r,,rc-"' -f c,,r!c
luir cflicient eviduntion orthogonal functions wen- lirat 
ciinstructisl by the Schmidt procedure. The eigen­
value problem wns solved numerically for given values 
of .1, /), und 1/ using the I B M  progmm f.ioen. The 
best viilues of A, l>, und fi were fnund by a brute- 
foree search. The lowest eigenvalun along with the 
electronic puhirir.ation energy wns taken to represent 
the ground-stale (Is) electronic energy with the re­
maining two representing the excited states. The 
best energy for the ground state was determined by 
vary iug .t, /;, and (!.
The medium rearrangement energy was treated in 
the same manner as in the work of Cupeland, Kestner, 
and Jortner.1 In the calculations of tho 2s excited state 
it is assumed that the ground-state wave function deter­
mines the orienting field for the permanent dipoles, 
while other polarizations change in response to the 
excited state.
For specific values of N, the ground-state and oxcitcd- 
state energies were determined ns functions of H. Tho 
value of R corresponding to the minimum of tho ground 
slate energy is the most stable cavity radius, R..
Thii important results of the calculations arc sum­
marised in Table 1. In all cases the 2a state lies slightly 
above the 2p state, *>*0.25 cV for Af ** 4 and ~0.3.r> 
for Af - (i. The ordering of the 2s nud 2p states in 
therefore more typical of im electron in a spherical 
box1 than of an electron in a long rougo coulombiu in­
teraction. Tho calculated temperature dependence 
exhibits the. expected shift to lower energy with increas­
ing teiii|ieniture, being approximately tho same for 
hoth ls -» 2s und Is -* 2p transitions.
The optimum value of Af seems to be about 4 in agree­
ment with earlier work.1 This is in reasonable agree­
ment with the results of several experimentalists* but 
is smaller than that suggested by one more recent in­
vestigation.’
III. Diseiusion of Results
These results indicate that the 1s -*■ 2s transition 
energy is probably located ut an energy corresponding 
to the high-energy tail of the Is -» 2p transition. In 
order to confirm the location of this state, however, 
this should present no problem. The most reasonable 
way to look for the 2s state would be via a two-photon 
process using a laser source. Because its energy is
(5) W Kausman, "Quantum Chemtotry," Acadcmfe Prou. New 
York, N. Y.. 1057, p 188.
til) I:. t'atUrall in “Metnl-Ainmniiiu Solution*, Proceeding* of 
(Vrilotjue Weyl II," J. J. Lujtowakl und M. J. Hienko, Btl,, Butter- 
wnrtlis, London, 1070, p 105; H. CotternU, Nutnrr (London), 229, 
10 (107)); K. U. Breltrcbwerdt mm) If, Jlmlocheit, Jlrr. ttunirnyfi, 
Phyt. Chm., 75, 044 (1071). Tliee* mithura ull obtain estimate* of 
AT M aw 15 and genenUy cloeer to 0.
(7) H A. Pinkowiti and T . J. Swift, J. Chm. Pkyt.. 54,2858 (1971). 
These authors from nitrogen magnetic relaxation duta obtain a 
coordination number closer to 30 but thU mu*t include moleeule* 
oilier than tlioee in the first coordination foyer.
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Thermal Electron Transfer R eactions in Polar Solvents
N»H R. Ksstnsr,* Jsan Logan,
itapummolChttTlunt, LouHuna Sluts mtnwisj Hiton/tnugs touch/is f0S03 
and Joshua Jortner
PrptrtnwitotCtwmtrt. Ttt-Avh/ IJnPvtHi It* Avn. IffrcpkvrfIW*mber IP. IP73: P*vh0O Hmmcrpt P. W %
A quantum mechanical (henrv ul eici iron Iraiishr nun'tiuus in developed using the techniques employed in 
siiliil-ntnte and radialionleaa (munition theor\ This thehr\ allows one to incorporate the effects of both the 
long range |M>lnmii modea ol (lie liquid and ilic- ahori range specific hydrational modes around the ions. 
Typical colculnlioim suggest that the insulting tempera! Gre dependence of the activation energy may lie 
observed experimentally in some cases.
I. Introduction
Tin- enpcnmenlul pi ogress in the kinelu -indies olinni. 
oiidalioii-rcduction reactions in pnlai liquid,,
A v* ' if- s=± A 1''"' l- B " "  fi.l)
iwhen- A and II are ionic species) has coincided with the 
development of numerous theories of thermal electron 
transfer processes.1 •' From the point of view of the chemist 
such ouler-splierc electron transfer processes in u polar sol­
vent eshihit the following unique features, (al The chemi­
cal reaction does not involve the rupture of chemiral bonds, 
ibl As the chemical process proceeds tea charge exchange 
between well-separated ions the pertinent nuclear cunfign 
rations of the system consists of a huge number (or the 
order ol Avngadrn's number) of nuclear coordinates involv­
ing the molecules in the first coordination layers and those 
i>l all the polar molecules in the built. Thus a proper semi- 
classical or quantum mechanical description of this chemi­
cal process has to consider a “supermolecule” consisting of 
I he two inns and the solvent (c) The interaction inducing 
the charge transfer process (or in the chemists language the 
weak electronic interaction in the "activated complex") can 
result in nonadiabatic chemical reactions, in analogy to 
onimolecular decomposition processes of some triatomic 
molecules which involve a change in the electronic state.
An important contribution to the understanding of ho­
mogeneous and electrochemical electron transfer processes 
was provided hv the extensive theoretical studies of Mar­
cus,M  which involves the following ingredients, (a) A  clas­
sical general approach based on absolute reaction rate 
theory was adopted, (b) The nuclear motion was assumed
to be classical, (c) Nonequilibrium dielectric polarisation 
I heory was developed to account for the contribution of the 
lotational (permanent) polarization of the solvent outside 
the first coordination layer to the reaction coordinate. The 
hulk was handled as a continuous dielectric medium, (d) 
The contribution of configurational changes in the first 
ciKirdinatiun layer to the reaction coordinate was handled 
classically, (e) All electron transfer reactions were assumed 
to he adiabatic, although his use of « allowed for nonadia- 
liatic situations to be considered.
From the point of view of a theoretical chemist outer- 
sphere electron transfer reactions should be amenable to a 
fairly lomplete quantum mechanical description, which 
should rest on the following general picture, (a) The chemi­
cal reaCtion-can be envisaged in terms of a change in the 
electronic state of the total system which involves the two 
ions embedded in the polar liquid (b) The transition be­
tween states has to be properly formulated to account for 
the coupled electronic and nuclear motion of the total sys­
tem. (c) The total Hamiltonian of the system is partitioned 
into a zero-order Hamiltonian and a (weak) perturbation 
term. Within the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer ap­
proximation the initial and the final zero-order states of 
the total system can be conveniently chosen to constitute 
dense manifolds of vibronic levels, as each of these states 
involves a superposition of the polar modes of the solvent 
(which form a continuum analogous to the optical modes of 
a solid). Provided that the eigenstates of the zero-order 
Hamiltonian constitute a "reasonable" description of the 
physical system, the electron transfer reaction can be de­
scribed in terms of a relaxation process. The zero-order vi - 
hrnnic state corresponding to the initial electronic configu­
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ration ia nonatatlonary but it coupled to a continuum of 
final atatea, and thua ensuring a revaraible decay procets.
These general featurea of the quantum mechanical de­
scription of thermal electron transfer processes bear a cloae 
resemblance to the theoretical deecription of a wide claaa of 
molecular relaxation processea auch aa nonradiative intra­
molecular relaxation processes in large molecules in the 
statistical limit, radlationleas decomposition processea such 
as predissociation and autoionixation in electronically ex­
cited states, and unimolecular decomposition processes. Fi­
nally and perhaps moat important the theoretical descrip­
tion of electron transfer reactions is completely analogous 
to the study of radlationleas process such as thermal ionisa­
tion of impurity centers and thermal electron capture in 
semiconductors which were studied by Kubo, Toyoxawa, 
Lax, and others.1 This theory of multiphonon processes in 
solids is directly applicable to electron transfer reactions in 
polar solvents. A  major contribution to the quantum me­
chanical theory of electron transfer processes in solution 
was provided by Levich* and hla school7 which began with 
the following assumptions, (a) The reaction rate is ex­
pressed in terms of the thermally averaged quantum me­
chanical transition probability between the vibronic levels 
of the total system, (b) The ions with their first coordina­
tion laycm are regarded as rigid "metallic" spheres. Config­
urational changes in the first solvation layer are neglected.8 
(cl The bulk of the solvent is considered as a continuous di 
electric, (d) The harmonic approximation was applied for 
the orientational vibrational polarisation modes of the me­
dium. (c) The normal polar modes of the medium are re­
cast in terms of tho Fourier components of the total energy 
of the polarisation field, aa is common in polaron theory. 
The equilibrium values of the medium coordinates were re­
cast in terms of the derivatives of the potential energy with 
respect to these medium coordinates, (f) Aa common in po­
laron theory the frequencies of the medium polar modes 
were approximated by a single frequency. The effect of dis­
persion was also subsequently studied.9-10 (g) For a weak 
electron exchange perturbation the transition probability 
for electron transfer can be expressed within the frame­
work of first-order time-dependent perturbation theory in 
terms of Fermi's golden rule. This approach provides the 
basis for the study of nonadiabatic electron transfer reac­
tions. (h) Adiabatic electron transfer reactions were han­
dled on the basis of a semiclassical treatment in terms of 
the Landau-Zener theory.
A complete quantum mechanical theory of electron 
transfer reactions will be of considerable interest because 
of the following reasons, (a) The quantum mechanical rate 
expressions do not invoke the classical concept of the acti­
vated complex, (b) A general formulation of adiabatic and 
nonadiabatic chemical reactions should be found without 
introducing semiclassical theories, (c) The nature of quan­
tum effects on electron transfer reactions, in particular the 
temperature dependence of the activation energy, can be 
elucidated.
A partial resolution of these questions was provided by 
the work of Levich and Dogonadxe.8 Concerning points a 
and c above it was demonstrated that for nonadiabatic 
reactions in the low-temperature limit the electron transfer 
process corresponds to nuclear tunnelling between zero- 
order states, while in the high-temperature limit the major 
contribution to the transition probability and to the rate 
constant originates from the vicinity of the crossing of the 
potential surfaces. This general feature is common to all
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nonadiabatic unimolecular and aolld-stata processes. How 
ever the Levich theory cannot reproduce many interesting 
real life situations os the configurational changes in the 
first coordination layer were disregarded. Further theoreti­
cal work in this field fa therefore required. The work of Do­
gonadxeu has been in this direction also.
In this paper we pursue the/ormal analogy between elec­
tron transfer reactions and nonradiative relaxation pro­
cesses in molecular and solid-state physics. The main goals 
and accomplishments of the present study can be summa­
rized as follows.
(a) The transition probability for electron transfer, 
which involves a weighted density of states function (i.e, 
the density of states freighted by different interstate cou­
pling terms for each state), was handled by the mathemati­
cal methods previously applied for the MAasbauer effect, 
multiphonon processes in solids and in large molecules, and 
the optical line shapes in solids. Indeed, transition proba­
bilities for both radiative and nonradiative processea can 
be recast in terms of a generalized line shape function, and 
the nonradiative decoy probability can be expressed in 
terms of the line shape function at zero frequency. The 
transition probability is expressed in terms of a Fourier 
transform of a generating function. These technqiuaa were 
applied to electron transfer processes and enabled us to 
handle a system characterized by many vibrational modes, 
while the original work of Levich and Dogonadxe8 was lim­
ited to a quantum mechanical expression for a single-fre­
quency model, and subsequent work utilizes semiclassicat 
approximation for a high-frequency mode.
(b) Numerical techniques based on the steepest descent 
method and expansion methods of the generating function 
were introduced to derive general expressions for the elec­
tron transfer probability in the high-temperature limit, 
while in the low-temperature case series expansion of the 
generating function lead to explicit expression!] for the 
transition probability. Schmidt11 has also considered these 
techniques for this application.
(c) like nature of the medium polar modes was reinvesti­
gated. On the basis of polaron theory we were able to derive 
explicit expressions for the displacement of each normal 
polar mode, thus providing a slight extension of Levich'a 
continuum model Configurational changes in the first 
coordination layer were estimated from experimental spec­
troscopic and structural data.
(d) W e  were thus able to derive general quantum me­
chanical expressions for the nonadiabatic electron transfer 
transition probability including both the medium modes 
and the configurational changes in the first coordination 
layer. Other efforts have recently been made in this area by 
Dogonadxe, Ulstrup, and Kharkats,11 Schmidt,18 and 
Schmicklerand Vielstich.14
(e) In view of the high frequency of the ligands in the 
first coordination layer interesting quantum effects on the­
reto constant are predicted for systems characterized by 
large local configurational changes.
Let us first recall the general features of the electron 
transfer problem, where an electron ia exchanged between 
a pair of solvated ions. The initial state of the system con­
sists of a pair of ions (AN* + BM+) while the final state in­
volves the A species in its reduced state and the B  species 
in its oxidized state, i.e. (Aw+ll+ +  B (84-,H). In the pres­
ent model the two ions interact strongly with their first 
coordination layers and exert long-range electrostatic inter­
actions on the bulk of the solvent outside the first coordi-
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Figure 1. General modal ol oloctron transfer ructions. The medium 
outside the first coordbiatlon layer Is treated as a continuum. The first solvation sheath is characterized by a totally symmetric vibra­
tion
nation layers I Figure 1). The role of solvent exchange in the 
first coordination layer is neglected and one considers two 
supermolecules each consisting of an ion with its first coor­
dination layer embedded in the polar solvent. The long- 
range interactions between the ionic charge distribution 
and the solvent outside the first coordination layers hear a 
close analogy to the problem of the motion of a small polar 
on in polar crystals.1*
It is worthwhile to consider the Hamiltonian for this sys­
tem and the corresponding equation of motion. A reconsid­
eration of this problem is of interest because of the fol­
lowing reasons (a) The Hamiltonian for the electron trans 
fer problem between the two centers A and B cannot be 
separated into the simple form //a + H|i + V’ah (where Ha 
and Hu ere the Hamiltonians for the two centers and Vah 
corresponds to the coupling term) as is the case for energy 
transfer between atomic or mulocular pairs.1* (hi The 
Hamiltonian for the electron transfer prolilem can he con­
veniently dissected to yield two different zero-order basis 
seta, corresponding lo localization of the electron on center 
A or on center B, respectively. Either one of these two elec­
tronic basis sets is adequate from the formal point of view, 
and some rare must he exerted to avoid overcoinplete ex­
pansions. (c| These two electronic basis sets are nnnortho- 
gonal, and the nnnorthogonality problem has to be inenrpo 
rated in the lime-dependent formalism. This problem re­
sembles exchange perturbation theories of intermolecular 
forces, where elaborate schemes must be employed. Since 
we are interested in a time-dependent problem we cannot 
adopt these theories and an alternative approach has to be 
developed.
The total Hamiltonian for the system can bo written as 
consisting of the following contributions
h- v. r E I r N ■» h. + H„ + I'.t -> V.. + I'.b +
II, + II, + V,„t» -. F,.,* (1.2)
where the indices a and b refer to the two ionic centers A 
and B, respectively, e labels a single electron which is being 
transferred while s and c label the bulk of the solvent and 
to the first coordination layers. T , is the kinetic energy of 
the transferred electron, 7Yi corresponds to the sum of the 
nuclear kinetic energy operators for the whole system (con-
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Uining the contributions of tbs two Ions, T V  and T n\  the 
tint coordination layers 7 V ,  and the solvent TV)
• T„ =  V  + V  + T„« + T„* 0 . 3 )
H , and H t correspond to the electronic Hamiltonians (the 
electronic Hamiltonians contain the relevant electronic ki­
netic. energy contributions) of the bare reduced ions A(W+" 
and Bw *, respectively, while F „  and F . b  correspond to the 
interaction potential between the electron and these bare 
reduced ions. F.b is the nuclear repulsion potential be­
tween the reduced ions. H, and H, represent the electronic 
Hamiltonians of the solvent and of the first coordination 
layers, respectively.
Finally Vim* and F|„,‘ are the electrostatic interaction 
terms of the total ionic and electron charge distribution 
with the solvent (s) and with the first coordination layers
(c), respectively. W e  have presented this cumbersome nota­
tion and definitions as a very recent treatment of this prob­
lem failed to include all the pertinent terms (such as F,„,») 
in the Hamiltonian.
The details of the time-dependent quantum mechanical 
treatment of the system specified by the Hamiltonian (I.2) 
are outlined in Appendix A. The electronic states at fixed 
nuclear configuration, Q, are characterised in terms of the 
eigenfunctions l*«t(r,Q)| for the total system (AN+ + BM+) 
and by |4'b>(r>Q)| for (A|A,+I,+ +  obtained from
eq A.2. The indices i and j  refer to all ground and excited 
electronic states of the systems. The corresponding eigen­
values £U-(Q) and £h<(Q) correspond to the potential ener­
gy surfaces of the pairs (Aw+ + B M+) and (A(Ntl)+ + 
B<m-iH) jn various electronic states, respectively. The 
lime-dependent wave function of the system can be os- 
ponded either in terms of a single basis set (+„ I or |*bit 
(e.g., (A.3)) or alternatively in terms of both sets. The 
physically plausible espansion (A.4) results in a coupled set 
of equations (eq A.ll) for the espansion coefficients. Equa­
tion A.ll involves a complicated complete espansion (in­
cluding continuum states). To simplify the treatment two 
assumptions are introduced.
I A) A two electronic level system is considered, including 
only the lowest states ■» <kau and ♦i, “ ♦bn which are 
characterized by the adiabatic surfaces £.(()) and £|,{Q), 
respectively. This simplifying assumption may be justified 
as the basis of perturbation arguments as the off-diagonal 
terms are usually negligibly small (for the case of weak 
overlap) relative to the electronic excitation energies. This 
assumption is common in solid-state theory where configu­
ration interaction effects are disregarded.
(B) The contribution of the Born-Oppenheimer operator 
L, eq A.6, is disregarded. This assumption is fully justified* 
for electron transfer between ordinary ions where (V*,)/ 
il>i ~  M/m. In the case of reduction reactions involving 
the solvated electron the (£.) term may be important in 
view of the strong dependence of the electron wave func­
tion on the nuclear coordinates. Thus for a two electronic 
level system we have the simple expansion +(r,Q,7’) ■» 
X,(Q,t)'V,(r,Q) -I- Xb(Q,f )'kh(r,Q) where the expansion 
coefficients are obtained from the coupled equations 
(A.12). At this stage one defines zero-order vibrational 
wave functions XufQ) and Xbu(Q), satisfying the eigenva­
lue equations (A.13). The zero-order vibmnic states of the 
two system
M  * *.x..0(Q) (I 4)
I bw> ■ *bXb„#(Q)
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are characterised by tha anergiaa £*,*, and Su.0, respec­
tively. To obtain tha aquationa of motion and tha tnmaitkm 
probabilities wa hava followad the technique* introduced 
by Holstein1* in the study of the small polaron (eq A.14 
and A.16). Application of second-order perturbation theory 
to eq A.16 the decay probability IVH  of a rero-order vi- 
bronlc level |ao) ■  to the manifold |bu>» “
l*b£b«0l results in tha familiar Fermi golden rule when 
the coupling matrix element of
I'm. = <*..,|<*.l«re» +
Ssb-|<*sk.sl*̂ l̂ks-') &•»>
the generalized exchange operator and ( ) refers to integra­
tion over nuclear coordinate*.
“ *»«"> G-8)
The generalized exchange perturbation term V V im (1.6) 
induces transitions between two different vibronic mani­
folds corresponding to electronic ground states. If we would 
have incorporated electronically excited states, refraining 
from accepting assumption A, the exchange operator will 
act in a dual role, (a) It will induce transitions between dif­
ferent centers, resulting in electron transfer involving elec­
tronically excited states, (b) It will force transition* bo- 
tween different electronic states on the same center, in 
analogy with the role of the nonadiabatic operator which is 
conventionally allowed for nonradiative relaxation of excit­
ed states of molecules and of solvated ions. This is a nice 
example for the effect of an external field on nonradiative 
electronic relaxation processes. These externally induced 
electronic relaxations of excited ionic state* can explain the 
effects of self-quenching of the fluorescence yield of rare 
earth ions in solution.
Adopting the language of molecular relaxation theory the 
width, I V  of each “initially prepared" zero-order state |au) 
is related to (eq 1.6) by
=  AH',, (1.7)
The present model (see Figure 1) implies that the zero- 
order states |au) are metastable. A sufficient validity condi­
tion for the irreversible decay of each of these states into 
the manifold (bur)) is that either the states in the density 
of the accepting (final) states is exceedingly large, so that 
the spacing between adjacent level* lEb m |Et,° (u> + 1) - 
£bu>1 is small satisfying the conditionsr,„ »  «E„ ft. 8)
whereupon the width r,„ spans p large number of levels. 
Alternatively one may require that the total width yui of 
each of the accepting state* |bu) is large relative to their 
spacing
6E„ «  Vb» (1.9)
The total width >h>, consists of a nonradiative electron 
transfer contribution (bu) -» |av)| better than (i.e., the 
hack reaction), Tbt.. and most important, vibrational relaxa­
tion in tha |bu)| manifold. As we consider here a dense 
polar liquid coupling to the medium will result in medium 
induced vibrational relaxation characterized by a width fu, 
within the manifold |bo)|, so that yu. “ "fbu + Tb* Provid­
ed that either of eq 1.8 and 1.9 (or both) will be satisfied,
the manifold |bu)| constitutes an effective continuum for 
the relaxation process. In a polar liquid we expect that the 
coupling between the polar modes is always sufficient to
flit
ensure at least affective vibrational relaxation pro ness ao 
that (1.9) ia satisfied. In many cases of intarest wa also be­
lieve that tha dene* dual spacing condition (18) for the 
polar mods* holds. W a  thus conclude that in any case the 
manifold |bo)| provides an affective dissipative continuum 
for the electron transfer process.
It is important to notice at this point that tha decay 
probability of an "initial" zero-order stats |ao) can ba ex- 
pressed by the first-order perturbation expression (0.19) 
only when it is justified to consider the decay of a single 
reeonance. W a  thus invoke the basic assumption that tha 
spacing between the reeonancee |av)| considerably exceeds 
their widths. Denoting by Iff. " |£w  -  tj tha energy 
spacing between tha adjacent order states |av) and |a(i> + 
1)) we imply that r„ «  6£. (1.10)
W e  note in passing that condition (1.10) does not violate 
the irreversibility requirement, as it is sufficient that only 
relation (1.9) Is valid.
Thus, when interference effects between reeonance* can 
be disregarded, the decay pattern of each zero-order state 
is exponential and being characterized by reciprocal decay 
time (1.6). The applicability of restriction (1.10) will imply 
that the thermally averaged rate constant will involve a 
preexponential factor which involve* the interatate cou­
pling matrix element IFui.ta.l- This physical situation is 
often referred to in chemical kinetics aa a nonadiabatic 
transition.
Up to this point we have been concerned with the decay 
of an initially prepared isolated resonance, without refer­
ring to the “preparation” of the decaying states. Two trivial 
further assumptions are introduced at this point
(D) Thermal vibrational excitation (and relaxation) rates 
in the initial manifold |au)| considerably exceed the non­
radiative decay probabilities whereupon
r„/K «  f„-‘ (1.11)
where t0 is the vibrational relaxation time.
(E) TTie width of exact resonance is considerably less 
that the thermal energy k&T, in the temperature range of 
interest
«  kBT ft. 12)
Thus all the mixed (jau) + |bui)|) state* in a single reso­
nance are equally thermally populated.
The thermally averaged nonadiabatic electron transfer 
probability from the initial manifold |av) to the final mani­
fold jbui)| is nOw
, B ' . = 7 Z m p N E . X  (1.13)c 0
where




In the theory of unimolecular nonadiabatic reactions the 
“high-pressure" rate constant is identified with Wt, eq
11.24. In the present case the zero-order states |ao)j and 
|bui)| which can be obtained from eq A.13 are very compli­
cated. To simplify the problem further we utilise Levich’e 
approach.*
(F) W e  calculate the electron transfer probability at a
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fixed relative separation of the lone. This implies neglect­
ing the contribution 7 V  + 7 W  in eq 1.3 and consequently 
alio in eq A.13. The uro-order energies Bm° and Eb»° an 
then calculated at a fixed nuclear separation Rmb between 
the two solvated ions. The transition probability (L6) is a 
function of R,b, i.e., IV, ■  )V,(ft,b). The bimolecular rate 
constant k is expressed in terms of the volume integral of 
the probability /(A«b) for finding the ions at a distance /tab, 
whereupon
*  =  /  ( 1 . 1 4 )
In the limit of a dilute ionic solution one can approxi­
mate each ion with its coordination sphere by a hard-con 
radius R " Ri + 2r, (see Figure 2) so that for outer-spben 
reactions
'w -° «..o
f ir ) = expl-p«(R)] r  "> R 
with u(r) being the interionic intenction potential
u(r) -  nme?/RD,„ (1.16)
Thia concludes an outline of'the theory of nonadiabatic 
nuter-sphere electron transfer reactions. This lengthy ex­
position leads to the original results of Levich. W e  believe, 
however, that the present treatment is more systematic 
than previously attempted. In particular, our expressions 
are general, being applicable for the interesting case of con­
figurational changes in the first solvation layer.
II. Formal Expressions for the Electron Transfer 
Probability
In order to evaluate the nonradiative electron transfer 
probability (1.6) and its thermal average (1.13) we require 
explicit expressions for the energies E M ) and Et>(Q) which 
correspond to the adiabatic potential surfaces and the total 
energies of these states £„,° and £b»° (at fixed R,b). To re­
duce the formal reaulta into a useful and tractable theoreti­
cal expression we introduce the following approximations.
(G) The harmonic approximation is invoked for the po­
tential energy surfaces E.«J) and E M ). These are multidi­
mensional potentials which are determined by the nuclear 
coordinates Q  “ |Q,| of the first coordination layers and of 
all the solvent molecules outside them are expanded 
around the equilibrium configurations Q01*1 kb |Q,°i*>| and 
qotb) m  in the initial and in the final states.
£.(Q) -n
\ ~ - Q,°w) + £(Q0,,,> («-l)
iSJQ)
- 9 , , m ) + Eb(Q°"”)(n.2)£ u
where a„ and It,, are the second derivatives of £»(Q) and of 
£h(Q) with respect to Qi and Q„ respectively.
(H) W e  introduce a further simplifying assumption that 
the normal modes and their frequencies (corresponding to 
the two first solvation layers and to the medium) are the 
same in the two states, except for displacements in the ori­
gins of the normal coordinates. This assumption can be re­
laxed as one can account formally for frequency changes 
and for the change in the direction of the principal axis of 
the normal coordinates between the two electronic states. 
The resulting equations ore very cumbersome, and in view
|ov> | b w >
r xbw '•-L
t
Hpee i. Typical snarly text dhqnsn for radM onlaea WsnsMons or electron transfer reactions. The couptng matrix elements and the 
w«h of die accepting states are also Mealed.
of our present ignorance of the “molecular" parameters in­
volved we shall use the simple version of the multiphonon 
relaxation theory which rests on the present approxima­
tion.
The normal modes of the system in both states are char­
acterized by the frequencies (uy| and by the effective mass­
es fkfjf. It will be convenient to define reduced normal 
coordinates qj normalizing the displacements from origin 
IQj —  Q;0**1! for one state in terms of the zero energy mean 
square displacements (Qj2 ) “ fh/m>wy),/3sothat
<1, =  « ? y  - Q / ( * ' ) ( ^ ) ' / S  ( 1 1 . 3 )
Finally the reduced displacements between the origins of 
the two potential surfaces are given by
a, =  ( ^ ) , \ 0U> -  (n.4)
The two potential surfaces (see Figure 3) are expressed In 
the final form
= IZ^fQf2 (n.5)
£ 'b ( Q )  =  -  A y )*  +  A E  E . ( Q )  -
' £ . K u ) q , * l  +  +  A E  ( I I . 6 )
The energy gap between the minima of the two potential 
surfaces (see Figure 3) is
A E  =  E j Q"<*>) -  E»(Q"»») (n.7)
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q, -
FlgMre 3. A general degram for the change h a medum ooordhete, 
H, between two states. A quadratic energy dependence Is asaunad.
The energy term in eq II.6
Eu =  (H.8)
corresponds to the' shift of the vertical energy difference 
between the two potential surfaces at Q°t*> from 4E. In mo­
lecular spectroscopy £m corresponds to half the Stakes 
shift.
Finally the quantised energy states £w ° and £b„,u can be 
specified in terms of the two sets of vibrational quantum 
numbers u «* |u,j and w ■ (w,j, so that
E.„° - S("r + \ )  »<*>, + E»(Q#U>)
1 (n.9)
f-’t,.0 =  £ ( w , + | )  »«, + t\(Q,,M)
The evaluation of the electron transfer transition proba­
bility (I.t3) is reduced to the calculation of the nnnradia- 
tive relaxation rates between two harmonic potential sur­
faces. A further assumption will greatly simplify matters.
(I) The electronic matrix element in (1.6) is weakly de­
pendent on the nuclear coordinates, so that within the 
“Condon approximation” the interstate coupling matrix el­
ement is recast as a product of an electronic matrix element 
and a vibrational overlap term
V«,b„ « (11.10)
where
" » <*aK. + (H.ID
calculated at Q 0*1*. This approximation is not valid for non­
radiative processes induced by the nuclear momentum op­
erator L, however, for the present case it ia perfectly ac­
ceptable.
Our problem thus reduces to the calculation of a multi- 
phonon type relaxation rate induced by a coupling b which 
is independent of changes in nuclear coordinates. The non-
P U
radiative decay probability (Lff) of a aingle level corre­
sponds to a weighted density of states function where each 
delta function Is tha formal expression for the density of 
states />(£««> - 2.H B* « -  fie.0) of the manifold Eu.0 
at tha energy £ w ° modified by the vibrational overlap 
term (xw°/xw0)- A  dosed form for (1.6) with (U.10) can tm 
obtained by the Feynman operator techniques and subse­
quently insetted into (1.13). Alternatively the thermally av­
eraged probability (1.13) can be directly evaluated by the 
generating functions method. Aa these techniques have 
been widely utilised for nonradiative decay ptooeaaae in 
solids and molecules ere shall Just quote the final result,*-17 
The electron transfer probability (1.13) Is expressed in 
terms of a Fourier integral
if. = J'fU) oxpHaei/*] at (n.12)
when the Fourier transform of the nonradiative decay 
probability is
/(f) =  exp[-G] explG.(l) + G.(i)] (H.13) 
where the auxiliary (Unctions in eq 11.13 are
G,(t) =  + 1) o*PUu/t)
‘ (n.i4)
G.(f) =  jfZVfi/«*P(-fw |I)
f i j  corresponds to tha number of excited vibrations at the 
frequency in thermal equilibrium
n, =  [exp(/»fu>,) -  1]« (n.15)
Finally the dimensionlem quantity
O = G.(0) + G.(0) =  j S V l ® !  + I) (n-10)
is referred in solid-state physics as the electron-phonon 
coupling strength. A  very rough estimate of 0  is obtained 
replacing all the frequencies by an average frequency (u), 
which as shown in section III is unjustified for our system. 
In this cate from eq 11.11 and II.8we have
G ~  { E jK W i coth 09!<b>» (11.17)
Two physical situations were distinguished, (a) The weak 
coupling situation G  < 1 which is realised at low tempera­
ture (h(w> »  keTi and when E u < A(u). (b) The strong 
coupling limit G  501 which is realized at high temperatures 
(A (u)«  AbD and/or when Eu 5b h <«>.
Molecular electronic relaxation processes usually corre­
spond to the weak coupling situation, while the corre­
sponding multiphonon processes in solids at high tempera­
tures correspond to the strong coupling limit, which was 
also applied to Levich* for electron transfer processes. W e  
shall now demonstrate that when configurational changes 
in the first coordination layer are incorporated the electron 
transfer probability has to be handled in a more complicat­
ed manner.
The calculation of the electron transfer probability re­
duces to the evaluation of the integral ( I I . 1 2 M n . 1 6 ) .  Inte­
grals of the form
/ x j f “ exp[-A(l)J df (n.18)
where tha integrand ia a highly oscillatory function can be 
approximated by the saddle point method.17 The saddle 
point is taken at to where
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|M(/)/B/|,0 0 (II. IB)
so that the Taylor aeries expansion
A(f) =  A « 0) + |(8*A/8f*),(f -< o) (I1.19a) 
is utilized in (II.1B) to yield
/ *  (22/(81A/0l*)],#,/,exp[-A(/11')| (H.20)
When the integral (II.12)-(II.16) is handled by thia method 
the saddle point in the complex ( plane is obtained from 
the relation
-AE + + 1) exp«u>|0 -I
exp(-iu)|0 = 0 (n.21)
In the high-temperature case when
ho), kbT (11.22)
for all i, (1 » 1 corresponding to the strong coupling situa­
tion. Under these conditions one can expand the right 
hand side of the saddle point eq 11.21 in a power series in I
- A E  + Eu + f»D*/ -
VU  ZtfuW *2 +- - - ■= 0 (H.23)I
where we have defined ^
I* = 7 + 1) (IX,24)6 i
and E m  is given by (11.8). Retaining the linear term in t
t/„ -  - (AE - EJ/ZiIJ1 (11.25) 
whereupon eq 11.12 takes the familiar torm
It is important at thia point to establish tha validity con­
dition for eq D.28, which Imptiee that the term 0(2*) in 
(11.23) Is negligible, so that
... >J ( 2” V /: '
" l i  \I fi lf l) exp
(AE
27Wi r—*X-' (11.28)
Equation II.'tH has been widely utilized in the electron 
transfer theory of levich.6 It is interesting In note that we 
can easily obtain a formal relation between this quantum 
mechanical result and conventional reaction rate theory. 
The points of intersection of the two harmonic potential 
hypersurfaces are obtained from the relation £„(Q) “ 
£ b ( Q ) .  The intersection point of minimum energy, Ea. 
measured relative to the origin, £ a(Q°la)), satisfies the rela­
tion
E a =  (AE - E m )74E„ (0.27)
Thus eq 11.28 can be reduced to the form
expl~E*/k“T' ] (I,-28)
where the effective temperature is defined by
kBT* =  ft2£)V2£M (H.29)
In the high temperature limit (11.22) T* » 7' and the tran­
sition probability in the strong coupling limit
IV - i>‘(,v/ntEultT)u t exp(-/iEA | (II. 28a)
assumes the conventional form of an activated rate equa­
tion. ThiB result has been obtained without invoking the 
concept of the activated complex.
(n .30 )
which from eq 11.24 and IL25 implies that 
u t l X W t e n ,  +  1)]* »  |AE - e J Z a  t W
01.31)
Obviously the validity condition (IL31) is satisfied (for rea­
sonable values of Ad only at high temperature. To demon­
strate thia point'consider single frequency whereupon this 
condition ia simply
(2n + 1) »  |ae -  Eu | /Eu 01.27a)
and for symmetric electron transfer processes when A£ " 0 
we require that A »  1. In general, for physically realistic 
model of electron transfer, when the role of the first coordi­
nation layer ia Incorporated relation 11.31 does not hold 
and consequently eq 11.28 has to be modified.
III. A  Semimolecular Model for Electron Transfer 
W e  adopt a simplified model, which has been popular in 
the studies of ionic solvation and in classical formulation of 
electron transfer processes. The first coordination layers of 
the two ions iue treated in terms of a molecular model ac­
counting for the totally symmetric vibrations of the nearest 
solvent molecules. The contribution of the first coordina­
tion layer in the initial A w+ + B M + and in the final A W M I * 
+ state to the potential surface is specified in'
terms of the four equilibrium configurations r°(AN+), 
r"(B«+), ra<A<*+»+), and r0(B'*'-‘l+). These equilibrium 
configurations are obtained from the ionic radii r/, so that 
r“ « r,' + r, where r, is the radius of the solvent molecule. 
Utilising the simple model of displaced identical potential 
nurfaces we take the vibrational frequencies of the first 
coordination layer of the A  or of the B  ionic species to be 
equal in both valence states, so that uA “ u(Aw+) “ 
ui(A,'v+"1') and ub “ ui(BM+) - u>(B(*,-,,+). The available 
experimental data (Table I) indicate that this approxima­
tion is not too bad.
Finally we can define reduced displacement coordinates 
for the first coordination layer
=  (MAU>A/*),/J(r(A"-) -  r“(A**))
<la =  (AfBw B/fl),/J(r(B**) -  r*(B“’)) 
and the two displacements
A  a  = :. ( M a > V « , / V ( A ( ' , , " ‘ )  -  ^ ( A " * ) )
A„ * (MBWB/fl)‘'V(B«"-"’) -  r"(B*"))
in terms of the reduced maasee A/a and Mb of the ions with 
the first coordination layer. The contributions of the first 




/«(?a.7b) = j«Wa7a* +
/b(9Ai 9b) = /»(<7ai 9b) ~ *WAqAAA -
flwBqBA B + £„u
(n i.3 )
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Thwmnl Electron Tranifw Raacttom In Polar Gotvanta
T A B L E  I: Totally Symmetric V l b nUou of 
Coordination Layers and Approximate Radii
ton ftw, cm*' Comments .-.A*
Cr” H,0 490 Aqueous solution* and 0 65
Cr(H|0),CI, In crystal*
Cr** • HjO 0.63
Mn*‘- H|0 395 Aqueous solution* and
Mn(H,0),SiF, in crystal*
Fe1* -H,0 3BB Aqueous solution* and 0.63
Fe(H|0),8tF, In crystal*
Fe*‘ - H,0 0.67
NI1* HjO 405 Aqueous solution* and
NI(H,0),StF, In crystal*
Cu** -H,0 440 Aqueous solution*
Hg'*-H^) 362 Aqueous solution*
385 400 Zn(H,0), In crystal*
or 360
N1**-D,0 389 Ni(D,0),SIF, in crystal*
Co**-H^) 0.83
Co*’ H,0 0.67
V s* H,0 0.82
V J* H,0 0.65
Cr5' H,0 0.63
Cr5'- H,0 0.65
Eu’* H|0 . 1.18
Eu1' - HjO 0.99
u Data compiled by D. E. Irifth in “Ionic Interactions,” Vol. II, 
S Petrucci, Ed., Academic Preu, New York, 1971.* I. Nakacawa 
and T  Shlmanovichi, Spectmchim Acta, 20, 429 (1964). r R. E. 
Hester and R. H Plane, tnor# Chem., 3, 513 (1961); 768. 769 
(1964). d Taken frmn E. Sacher and K. S. Laidler in “ Modem  
Aspecta of Electrochemistry,” Vol. 3, J . O’M Bockria and B. E. 
Conway, Ed., Butterwortha, Washington, D.C., 1964.
where we defined
E „ c =. i-(fttx>AAA3 +  AiodA bj ) ( m . 4 )
The medium ouuido the first coordination layers will be 
handled as a continuum dielectric as originally proposed by 
Levich" who was the first to apply polaron theory to this 
problem. The vibrational modes of the outer medium are 
approximated by a single mean vibrational frequency, wo, 
which was estimated from the dielectric loss measurements 
aa wo ~  I cm"1 This approach has been common in polaron 
theory. The polar modes are specified in terms of the set of 
coordinates |(/,| and reduced masses |A/,|, which provide 
the equivalent of lattice optical modes for n polar liquid. 
The equilibrium configurations of the medium modes are 
affected by the charge distribution which is different in the 
initial and in the final state. The equilibrium configura­
tions are If/.01*'! and |Q«0<b,| in the initial and final states. 
The reduced coordinates and displacements of the outer 
medium are
r/„ -  ( « / A W '*(<?„ -  Q . " " ' )  (in . 5)
A, ... (ff/Af.u)0) ' / W ,) -  <^U"” J O n. 6)
so that the contribution of the polar modes to the potential 
surfaces are
A'.(V„) = fIU.7)M
M  o E ' h A  + B«* (HI.8)H N
1111
where the solvent induced Stokes shift is
E„* = jAw0u>£a,,j an. 8)
Applying polaron theory (see Appendix) we get Levich’s re* 
suit for the contribution of the external medium
E* ■
J J t f x  dV{[p^(x - x,) -  (?(* -  x,)J x 
lp*(jc' -  *,) -.p>(g' -  *o)]}/l* -  * 'l«
/ d  W  - D ‘)* on. 10)
where p* and pb are the charge densities in the initial and In 
the final state, respectively, while D* and D b represent the 
electric displacement vectors in the initial and in the final 
states, and
C  =* o,-' -- o.-' OH. 10a)
The total potential surfaces for this simplified model take 
the form
£.(Q) =/»(«?*. na) + e M  ,
(ni.ii)£,(9) =/b(7*.9e) + ffsfo.) - EE 
Tha quantum mechanical treatment of the electron 
transfer probability is now more complicated than pre­
viously considered in view of the appearance of the contri­
butions of the first coordination layers. These local 
frequencies of the solvent molecules are rather high wA ~  
u b  ~  300-400 cm-1 for hydrated ion (see Table I). The 
high-temperature approximation (11.22) does not hold for 
the local modes, which under ordinary circumstances at 
room temperature are “frozen.” The frequency of the polar 
modes is expected to be low a g e  I cm-1 so that for these 
modes the high-temperature approximation (11.22) is valid. 
Thus the Levich equation (IL26 or n.28) is valid only for 
systems where the configurational changes in the first sol­
vation layers are negligible, i.e., Aa  c* Ab ■ 0. On the other 
hand, for many outer-sphere electron transfer reactions the 
theory has to be modified (see also ref 12).
From the foregoing discussion we conclude that for many 
processes of interest we have to consider the local modes of 
the first coordination layer wa “  <*>b ■“ wc in the low-tem­
perature approximation while the medium modes have to 
be handled in the high-temperature limit, i.e., ft. “
1/fftw,)-1 for all «. T o derive a general expression for the
electron transfer probability we separate the local (c) and 
the medium (s) modes in the vibrational wave function in 
eq 1.4 so that
X»»° = Xtv. (9ai(b)Xip. (<7«)
011.12)
Xbw =  Xbwc (OaHb X̂Sw* ((1.) 
which are characterized by the vibrational energies
E.„" ■= E.c + E„ = [(.<A + */*) +
li's 1 Vi)|R“c + + ‘/j)»Wc
“ (in. 13)
Ebw° = + £b„ = [(«-A + */*) +
(«’B + Vi)J»w, + Vi'Eiiv. + '/i)ftw0 «
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The elect run transfer probability (1.13) ii
,Vi = . 
n 4 f t 9 oK On be 1»
c t, -  t M 4 he) (in . 14) 
can be recut in term* of a convolution
IV. = "ft— dEFc(t)F.(HE -  t) (m. 15)
where we have defined two auxiliary function!
/•;.(<) - 7 I I  exp(-fk | Vb.,)2!® (‘ k  "
* c  »c be * f e ,
«t,c V f?>
h\(HE ~ r )  -  Z  Z e x p (-f iu ) .<ai to
(v ../!- .» ,flfc- -  <b. •» aa- c) ( n i .18)
W c  have ihtu uparated the traniition prnliahillly into 
the contribution of the external medium and the find coor­
dination layer. The function! Ft and Fm repreaenl general' 
ized transition probabilities (at the energy) and ran be re­
garded aa generalized tine shape functions. The line shape 
function (or the low-frequency medium modes can be han­
dled in terms of the high-temperature approximation 
(11.20) so thal
F.(HE -  e) = (iltEu»kui) expl(Ah -
IV - «)/2fvV| (in. 17)
where the equivalent expreuion to eq 11.24 is
= 5 //w„ V  coth =  2Eu‘/,i (UI. 18)* « “
The line shiipe function for the firat coordination layer can 
he represented formally as
/•'„(/■:) •• exp|( A ci,-2)(2»ic + 1)|/ dl oxplfef/h) x 
oitp^‘̂ (iic 4 I) exp(fu>,<) 4- ^  ii, exp( • /o>,/)j
(III. lb)
where A,~' ■» nAJ + Abj and n, “ laxp(0hivcl - l|**. Kx 
panainn of the exponential in the integral results in
FC(E) ~  e jq )|(--A //2)(2nc f  1)] *
£ 5  m  (¥)“<"•
10U)C I kttu)c) (in.20) 
Combining eq III. 17 and 111.20 we finally obtain
(HE -  hV  -  (1 -  k)Hucf/4EU'\ j j jL  x
oxp|(-AcS/2)(2m. I l)J(AcV2)l,‘(nc +l)lne* (01.21)
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This is a tractable quantum mechanical expreuion where 
Ht and h», are obtained from experiment whita fif ia 
evaluated from strongly coupled polaron theory (Appendix 
B) via eq 0.9.
IV. Quantum Mechanics of tha First Coordination 
Layer
In order to evaluate the transition probability we need to 
express the results in a more compact notation. Introduc­
ing tha expression for tha occupation number of the coordi­
nation layer photons each of energy and
n„ =  e-**Ml - (IV. I)
«c 4- 1 =  (1 - (IV.2)
we have
Z  Z  e* p l- /3(AE -  Em*(1 -  *)Rui(.)y4fiM, | xM *«0
-I .  1 t.i»- (IV 3)
f l f c l  \ 2 ( p M « c «  -  l " « “ c " ) /
This result can be simplified by using Bessel functions of 
imaginary arguments. I, as has been shown by many au- 
thora4’18-1"
(*•%ili. A  w
£  exp|-z, cosh (B/fwc/2) 4- viHucp/2\ x
exp| -(HE - t V  -  mfiiV')2/4 E H‘tte r l /mU,) (IV.4)
where zp - (Ae3/2) each ( f ih u ij2 )  and fm(rp) - /|m|(rp» 
with
“ W & m jrh n <1V-5'
Several limiting forms of thia result are of interest. At 
very low temperatures or low values of Ac, rp ia very small 
and for such arguments10
lmU,) — (sp/2)"/»«| (IV.6)
x
ao that
(4HLEJhu l \ ' «  IV
V »" ~ )  |v|l v°
£  «?xp|- (h e  -  Eu‘ - m/ru\.)74E1,,fcl,T| x 
exp[-(m t |M |)»raicB / 2 l ( ^ - ) l",|i-pi (IV.7)
an expression obtained by Levich, et ai.11-1* in another con­
text. Thia is the same type of expression usually found for a 
weak coupling case in radiationleaa transitions. At thorn 
low temperatures (but still high for the polaron modes) 
only m m 0 contributes since h o jl is large. Thus tha right- 
hand side of the equation reduces to
a * * n  exp[- (HE - Eu‘) \ '4 E ^ k BT] (IV. 8)
Thermal Electron Trentler Reactions In Polar Solventi tin
corresponding to on activation energy for thia part of the 
•xpreaeion Eg' of
T  (IV. 9)
For very large ip, i.e., high temperaturee, another limit­
ing eipreeeion can be derived. The aimpleet derivation be- 
gina with the baelc equation (111.19) and making the etrong 
coupling approximationa aa in eection II but now for the vi­
bration! in the lint coordination layer, i.e., we expand tha 
exponential! in (III. 19) and obtain
Fc(«) =  fdt exp[- £-[-(« + Ee) -
(IV. 10)
where
Dc* = (AtV2)V(2»e + 1) (IV. 11)
and
Ec =  ffwcA cV 2  (IV. 12)
Thia leada to a total rate proportional to
r ,  ... r (AE - E.‘ -  e)1 U  E,)»l
Jo d teX P L  4v " . f  ■— 2 f P * - J
(IV. 13)
This can be integrated to yield
(constant) oxpT- -fw*}—  —  +4E„*«ibT *EebBr 
2Em‘Ec(Em> ¥ Ec) J
which airaplifiea to
tattM) « p [ • w.is,
TABLE 11: Activation Energies, E a' (*K)«
Ea 4 (E„* + E c) (IV. 16)
The limiting cases quoted are not useful for moat appli- 
rations aa they represent temperature regions not usually 
studied for typical systems. The low-temperature limit is 
only applicable if there is only a very slight reorganisation 
of the coordination layer as in the case of strongly bound 
complexes, e.g.. ferro- and ferricyanides, or if extremely low 
temperatures, way below the medium freexing point The 
high-temperature limit is also unlikely in practice since for 
typical hydration cases it would involve temperatures of 
fiflO-lOOO"
We can easily evaluate the entire expression, eq IV.3, by 
o straightforward computer program and extract from it 
the rates or values of Ea' for typical ranges of the parame­
ters. In Tables III and IV we have tabulated the results for 
Em* « 2 eV, and for typical values of ha„ AE, and AcV2. 
Typically huc is about 400 cm'1 (see Table I) for hydration 
of ions and much higher when stable complexes are in­
volved. Ac2/2 can be around 10 when major reorganization 
of hydration layers occurs but is much smaller for strongly 
bonded complexes.
Before commenting on these results it is useful to pres­
ent a derivation of a reasonable approximate formula
Temp, T
A.V2 * 6
Hu, s  400 
cm'1
A (»/2 o 8 
ftu, = 800 
cm'1
A.’/ t  =  15 
ku>, a  400 
cm'1
SO 5608.6 5800.7 5825.7
100 • 5941.1 5852.8 8224.1
150 6115.9 6009.4 6749.6
200 6240.6 5190.0 7123.9
250 6320.3 5342.2 7363.2
300 6371.9 6457.8 7517.1
350 6405.7 6543.2 7619.4
400 6429.7 6606.8 7691.8
450 6446.8 6655.1 7743.3
500 6459.9 6692.0 7780.5
600 6475.2 6743.1 7831.6
1000 6497.3 6825.2 7914.5
60 6518.8 6878.6 7958.3
• Em* * 2#V, SB - 0.
which is an accurate representation of the computer re­
sults.
Expanding eq IV.4 we can rewrite the right-hand side as 
exp[-£t  cosh (0ffwc/2 )l e x p [ -  x
£  exp(-am : ) exp(vm)/.(* ,) (IV. 17)
where
and
« =  (tto>ef /4 E u‘kBT  
7 =  AEKoic/ E||*ba T
(IV. 18)
For usual hydration parameters hue < kT and hue«  Em* 
so that a it email (~3.9/T) and e~°M* ~  1. Using this and 
the following identify
g t/iiiA l/n _  j r  r i j e )  (IV. 19) 
we can simplify the results to
W / ^Ey* Y'»
T r F A  )in )  ~
e* p [-* , cosh tUfwc/2 -  c ° a h ( | ^ ~ t - ) ]  x 
e* p [ -  4§j(*E -  V ) s ]  (IV. 20) 
o r 
=  exp£ -  ^ - (c o th x  -  c sch x  uosh (xA£/EH*))j x
exp[-(/3/4V)(OE ~  ̂ u*)S] (IV. 21)
where x ■ huJWT. .This leads to an effective activation 
energy Eaa'of
TheJoornXofPtiytlctl Chtmtttry, Vo) Tt. No. f t .  19T4
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T A B L E  111: Activation EnergleMV(‘K r .
Temp, T
A e‘/2 = 5 
Hu), -■ 400 cm*1
At»/2 5 
Hu>, a 600 cm*1
A«»/2 - 18 
8u>,» 400 cm*1
A c*/2 -  1.0 
Hu), a  2100 cm*1
50 5608.6 8800.7 5825.7 8800.0
100 5941.1 8852.6 6224.1 5800.0
ISO 6115.9 6009.4 6749.6 5800.1
200 6240.6 6190.0 7123.9 6801.0
250 6320.3 8342.2 7363.2 5808.2
300 6371.9 6457.8 7517.1 8814.0
350 6405.7 6543.2 7610.4 5831.3
400 6429.7 6606.8 7691.8 5884.8
450 6446.8 6655.1 7743.3 5888.5
500 6459.9 6602.0 7780.5 5615.0
600 8478.2 6743.1 7831.6 5985.7
1000 6497.3 6825.2 7914.5 8218.8
«0 6518.8 6878.8 7956.3 6554.8
A.*/* * »0 , 














* Em* ■ '4eV, AE ■ 0.
TABI.E IV: Activation Energies, E a ' (keal/mol)“
AE = 0 AE = 1 eV A E  = -leV
Temp Numerical Approximate Numerical Approximate Numerical Approximate
IT), °K result* formula1-' result' formula” result* lormula*
50 11.546 11.547 2.6566 2.0636 28.02
100 11.810 11.818 3.2302 3.2483 26.28 26.31
150 12.157 12.168 3.4787 3.4880 26.53 26.55
200 12.405 12.416 3.6389 3.8402 28.70 26.70
250 12.564 12.573 3.7414 3.7334 26.80 26.70
300 12.666 12.674 3.8068 3.7923 26.87 26.85
350 12.733 12.742 3.8508 3.8311 26.01 26.80
400 12.781 12.788 3.8810 3.8577 26.04 26.02
450 12.958 12.822 3.6030 3.8787 26.0b 26.04
500 12.841 12.846 3.9176 3.8906 26.98 26.05
600 12.871 12.879 3.9398 3.9093 27.00 26.07
1000 12.915 12.929 3.9764 3.6375 27.04 27.00
uO 12.058* 12.958* 3.6933* 3.9498* 27.05* 27.01*
* Bn* “ 'i eV, A.V2 m S, tluv “ 400 cm •*. ‘From eq IV.3. ‘■From eq IV.'40. * Asymptotic limit from eq IV.16. »' Asymptotic limit
Irom cq IV £1.
l.V X*-'-^85^  ♦(¥)(*)— *
£ - cBch x f cosh coth * ~
- t 8inh(AEx/Eu’)] (IV. 22)A EEm
*aa '(V ,)asS£_+Js-^+.
w('-fc) “v-231&|T > CM 
i«. the exact result of eq IV.16 which can be written aa
E / ( T  - »  «) =  £JL
This approximate formula goes to the proper low-tempera­
ture limit but has a email error at high temperature*. Its 
high-temperature limit ia
+ Et * (&E>*
4 “ 2 4(E„> + Ec)
(IV. 24)
In both caaea Ec » (A<V2)Auc repreaenta the shift in the 
zero-point energy of the primary solution layers. The two 
results are correct through the first order of (£</£i/) and 
since this is usually small «0.26) the error involved in 
usihg is also small, i.e.
~  UHE?/AEJ]lEc/E u* f 0V.25)
The results of this approximate formula are also tabulated 
in Table IV for comparison.
In Figure 4 we also plot the activation energies deter­
mined from the exact formula for various values of Aca/2 
and Auc for AE “ 0 and E m * » 2 eV.
In order to evaluate these expressions for actual ions we 
need to evaluate Em* (eq IIL10). This can be given In terms 
of Di the initial electric displacement and D( the final die-
I  ho Journal ol Phyiicol Chomlllry. Vol. 78. No. 21. 1874





Plgtra 4. Typical resdts tor Bis change In tha effective acttvaRon 
anargy wkh temperature tor varfaua value* olto parameters. Tha 
parameters ara cirva 1, huc 400 cm-’, do*/2 15: cuva 2, huc 
400 cm-1, A.V2 10; curva 3, hu, BOO cm-', A,*/2 5; cuva 4, 
ftcie 400 cm-1, A.V2 5; curva 6, nuo 2100 cm-1, A,*/2 1. The 
horizontal Inaa to >ia right rapraamt tie asymptotic Imlt* o* thaae 
ctavea.
placement. If we initially have an ion with charge + m  on 
center A and an ion with charge +n on center B with sizes 
am and b„ leading to ioni of charge* m  +  1 with size a**!, 
and chargee n - I with size b„-i, on centers A and B, re­
spectively, and if we further adopt Marcus’ method of eval­
uating the terms using the concepts of metallised ions we 
have
D, = D m + f.b (IV. 28)yr = £(■»!)• + 
where, for example
0 r < *m
Dmt _
m e rit3 r  > a*
0 r < am,t
(m + I)e r / t3 R > a,.,
and
0 | r -  r j  <• b.
" m e(r - r.h)e/|r - r,b|* |? - r,6| >  b.
(IV. 27)
It ia important to note that because we consider separately 
the first coordination layer all ionic radii refer to those of 
hydrated ions.
Since am > am* i and b„ < b„-1 we have
c • _ fv» r(l,< 1 1)1 r iL . - ”* ~ 1 - 
£“ "  t  C L 2aml h 2b. 2b„.t
TT ^-j] «*•“>
For an isotopic exchange reaction m  « n - I, thus b„ “ 
m», 11 and b.., ■ am so that the results reduce to
*..-<4 1 .-1] OV.MI
Our ̂ proximate formula (aq IV.21) ia pradicatad on tha 
magnitude of a being small. To justify this we must consid­
er tha available experimental parameters which determine 
the important quantities. In this work we will consider only 
the totally symmetric vibration of the hydration layer, al­
though IA principle all modes could be considered. The dif­
ficulties in using tha other modes is that there ia no simple 
way to estimate tha shift in these coordinates between vari­
ous oxidation etataa of an ion. These shifts are probably 
smaller than the radial mode whose change we can relata to 
tha size of the ion. In Table I we list the experimental re­
sults for the totally symmetric mods for the hydration layer 
as determined by the Raman spectrum of aqueous solu­
tions or crystals containing hydrated ions. The other quan­
tity needed is the radius of the ions in the various oxidation 
states. In our discussion we will use thoee valuee quoted in 
Tablet.
Since many redox couples have similar vibrational ener­
gies we shall concentrate on but one typical reaction, name­
ly, the Fe,+-Pe,+ system aseuming that it proceeds via a 
direct outer-spbers mechanism. W e  will assume that Aw. » 
389 cm-1 in both oxidation statee. From tha definition
I / i
AR = 2.2 (IV. 31)
since M e ia the appropriate reduced maae a - (18)(1.66 X 
I0-») - 2.98 X  10-“  g and Ar - 0.16 A. Thus EMC - 
(A«eA,V2)2 - 0.117 eV X  2 - 0.233 eV
«. =  2.42 e a c h  x (IV. 32)
and x - (1.4388)(389)/2T - 280/7*. The factor of 2 is re­
quired since two ions are involved. The other quantity 
needed in our calculation is Em", the medium reorganiza­
tion energy. Since we consider the first coordination layer 
separately, this quantity can only include effects of the me­
dium beyond the primary solvation layer. The size of our 
ions are therefore the ionic radius plus the thickness of the 
solvation layer which we take to be 2.76 A. Thus the ferrous 
ion has an effective size for the continuum medium contri­
butions of az “ 3.69 A and the ferric ion Oa “ 3.43 A. Using 
the formula derived for Em*
When a. “ a.-i « r. we obtain the simplified formula often 
quoted
E*' = cH h ~ h - 1*i) ®r*ss)
and substituting the values appropriate to the Fe3+-Fe1,+ 
couple we get
k /  = (s.13 -  ^j^)*V  (IV. 34)
where R,t, is in A. For a transition region of R ~  7 A we get 
Em > 2.0 eV or less.
W e  now hqve all of the factors to investigate the approxi­





Thus at ordinary temperatures, a is quite small. If it is 
small enough our approximate formulas will be reasonable.
- =1^1 - i 1 dv.20) • - - nLa, a,., R J  (IV
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W a  have aiiaady aaen that that* ia a good airaamant be- 
tartan tha approximate and tha axact formulation for auch 
a range of u.
W a  can giva further evidence by comparing tha formula 
for AE “ 0, i.e.
£  e * G(a, *,) exp(r,) (IV. 36)
where for email a wa expect 0(a) ~  1. In Table V  wa liat 
tha function calculated or typical valuea of tha parameter*. 
From theae reaulta we can aee that tha error involved ia 
only a few per cant, certainly an acceptable approximation 
in a rata calculation. For a specific estimate of tha error we 
can conaider the Fe,+-Fes'f couple at room temperature 
(300*K) where we find * * 0.93, xp * 2.02, and a « 0.0113 
correaponding to 0(a, z p) of about 0.98. At lower tempera* 
turea or larger hut, it ia even cloaer to one.
V. Evaluation of the Bata Conatant 
The rate conatant can be written (1.14)
h -  jf‘ d’R.b exp[-^t/(fiah)|H/,(R,b)
where (/(Rib) is defined in eq 1.15 and A  ia the diatanoe of 
cioaet approach of the ions.
W e  can either aubetitute the numerical valuea for 
W,(Aab) or use the approximate formula from (IV.21). 
llaing the latter course of action we have
* = t ( i i d k f )  ui£  H r  ̂ (coth * -
csch » cosh (jcAE/Eh*) j exp[-(0/4EM*)(AE -
V ) ,J|w'«.b)|* exp{-^f/(RUl)lR.bI d R *  CV.l)
where specifically
f/rt =  mneVfl,*0Hf (V.2)
for the ions involved using an effective dielectric conatant 
Dmr.
If we reatrict our attention to the Fe’̂-Fo3* couple 
where AE m 0 and
V  =  (9/<?j -  B/Qi -  l /R j{c H e * /i) (V.3)
the formulae simplify greatly to yield
* = t( 4^7r),/* exp[" ̂ (c0th ‘ “ 
csch «W.a (V.4)
In any case, to proceed further we need to evaluate the 
matrix element u. Aa has been pointed nut in section II, 
thia matrix is simply
- £,<HiTTdb> <'•»>
For the moment we shall consider u as a parameter al­
though the value will be related to the orbital exponent of 
the d orbitals as
»'(«,*) =  2cV exp(-yfi,&)/«,„ (V.8)
TABLE V; Value efG (o^ ) (BqlVJI) hrTypical 
Value* of tha Panunetera
a *» G(a^s)



























W e  now consider only the R+ dependent factors in the 
integral in eq V.4, Le., for Fe1+)Fe*4
Jf* exp(8Pe'/ReP̂t) explC0eV*B,»l*
exp(-2yRttlfitbl dfttt (V.7)
and assuming that D^t ia only weakly dependent on A*. 
Following Levich we shall approximate this integral by ita 
value at the distance where the expontial is a minimum, 
i.e., at the value of Aab called Rm such that
Rib Lf>.| 2yR.b (v.8)
ia a minimum. If this number is leas than A, Rm is taken to 
be A. The value of Aa is found by setting the derivative of 
(V.8) equal to xero
* *  =  [ 5 £ r ( i £ ; - i ) r '  » • ” >
for reasonable values of y (i.e., 1-6 A-1) and 20 < Dmi < 
40, A m ia real but small, leas than 5 A. As a reasonable esti­
mate regardless of Dot, we shall use R « Rm. The meaning 
of this ip important The rate constant increases with de­
creasing A  and thus it is dominated by the interaction at 
the distance of doeeat approach. This is in contrast to the 
work of Levich* who used an extremely unphysical value 
for y, namely, about (6 / A w f) A-1, taking Doa about 45. Al­
though we expect y to be modified from ita value in a free 
atom, there is no theoretical justification for dividing it by
rrw journMl0lPtirt>c‘ lC htm btry , Vol. TO. No. I t .  10/4
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Uta. Using/? ■ Hm wa now obtain
* - r (3sfw)'/* exp[- ¥ (coth * “
cac",)]^(fia ).,p[ - ( l  - i  - i ) x  
( ^ ) j  expl-6eW f i O . „ W « V 3 )  (V.10)
or




V- „  £ a | 5 * I  < „ , « , *  -  CBCh * )  +  ( 1  V I )  K
c c h r f + Y + J g -  (V.13)
Aa a check thia expression goes to the proper high-lempera- 
lure limit of
11(7' —  «) -- + - f -  I J i LHD.,,
For the general case of Ah’ A I) we can derive an equiva­
lent expression if Hm m R. It is the same as (V II) except 
that V' becomes more complicated than in eq V.I3, namely
Is ’I* V '£
I ■ V-lcoth v - each x cosh (\A/;/£u*)| -* 
fAf - EU')2/4 E U‘ -i V(li) (V.15)
However at the temperatures involved in most experi­
ments there will be a temperature-dependent contribution 
from the first coordination layer. For moderate tempera­
tures we can expand the results about x ■ 0. It ia more im­
portant to concentrate our attention on the activation ener­
gy E\ and not on V itself since
E. kBT‘ +BT
where EA is the numerical results derived in the last sec­
tion or the approximate form £aa (aq 1V.24). W e  shall use 




An approximate result can be obtained for moderate tem­
peratures by expanding £ aa' about i * 0
•> -  ^ f ( l  -  2.V* + y») +
(V. 14)
11(1
M . e s j f a . i G . f )  ,
^r(4 + ̂r * a) •■ • • •
where y “ AB/Byp. Thus 
H J T )  c  B a ( T
(*£r) Ku« <-; bT (v-20)
At low temperatures tha activation energy is known exactly 
from 1V.D so wa can find
tA(r) - e a (t ~ *  «) + ^  -
(At - £„• -  £„)* T m m ? ( » n „ , \4(km* + eT ~  RD^?\ *r /
ifwt »  kT (V.21)
if At’ - 0 the results simplify to 
*.0 1 !-%(&)’ .
= Ea (T -* -~ )  - E c - [ I  - (2*T/Awr)] t
hu* »  kT ^ 22>
As an example of the magnitudes of these quantities we 
will consider the Fe^Fe** couple. In this case E . ■» 0.23 
uV » 6.30 kcal/mol and thus at room temperature the acti 
valion energy differs from its asymptotic limit by about
6.30 kcal/mol, at low temperatures (~100*K) it differs by
h'c/i nr about 1.3 kcal/mol. For typical examples see Figure 
4.
It is important to realize that these high- and low-tem­
perature limits are accessible to experimental verification. 
There is another low-temperature limit discussed by Lev- 
ich6 corresponding to the low temperature relative to the 
polaron modes but such effects can only be observed at ex­
tremely low temperatures, probably below 10°K. In both 
cases the activation energy decreases due to tho increased 
importance of tunneling at the lower temperatures.
For the Fe^Fe3* couple the preexponential factor is (in 
cva units)
3.16X10'»u* (V.23)
If we use the best single Bister orbital exponent to repre­
sent the 3d wave function we should use 4.7 A -1 as calcu­
lated by Watson and quoted by Slater11 we obtain
v  =0.61 X 10’Vd.,, (V.24)
which leads to an extremely low value of A. The value of t> 
is extremely sensitive to the orbital exponent. Unfortunate­
ly, we do not know the exact value to use in this system 
since the integral depends on the tails of the wave func­
tions and these are greatly affected by all sorts of medium 
effects: orthogonality, screening, etc. As a reference, in the 
accurate evaluation of exeiton states, Katz, et ol.,** found 
that these integrals in tha range of 7-8 A were about I cm-1 
for organic crystals. If we adopt such a value we find
Tim Jo o rn tlo lP tiftlcH C htm ltlry , Vol T t .N o .3 l ,  1974
aiej
ii «  2 x 10*1' ergg (V.2B)
or A ■ 1.26 X Ml*14 cmtysec molecule or 0.76 X 1047 sec*1
mol-1.
Working backward that value of v oorraaponda to about 
■> ” 0.9 A-1 if D.rr ~  10. Thia value ia not unreaaonable aa 
in a very accurate nonrelativiatic SCF calculation on iron, 
Clement! haa one amall 3d exponent of 1.4S A-1, however, 
ita coefficient ia only 0.16 in the 3d orbital wave function. 
Until better ways are found to estimate this matrix ele­
ment, our value of 1 cm-1 is a reasonable estimate. The ac­
tual activation energy for this couple at room temperature 
is Ea m E a(T -*«■) — 0.30 kcal/mol where E \(T -»«>)" 
(12.87 + 285/D^r) kcal/mol, neglecting (»D,n/oT).a  These 
values are slightly larger than those of Levich due to our 
improved treatment of Eyf and the contribution of the 
first coordination layer.
The effects calculated for the Fa^Fe24 couple are amall. 
However, in many systems'these effects could be much 
larger. Stynes and Ibers24 from X-ray studies of cobalt- 
amine complexes obtain a charge in radius of 0.178 A based 
on the Co(II)-N and Co(IV)-N distances. This leads to 
V / 2  “ 7.9 which along with an Aigvibration of 496 cm*1 24 
leads to a somewhat larger effect Tho activation would be 
expected to change by about 6.3% in going from 200 to 
3S0°K. Much larger temperature dependences should be 
observed in more complicated cobalt Uganda [Co((14|di- 
eneN4)(CH2)2|.“  In that case the Co-O distance can 
change by 0.64 A along one axis. Thia can lead to huge 
dt2/2 values of about 68. Using a reasonable guess for the 
vibrational frequency of 300 cm-1 one expects the activa­
tion energy to vary by 17.3% from 200 to 350°K and oven 
3.1% from 300 to 360°K (using the approximate algebraic 
expression).
VI. Discussion
W e  were able to derive quantum mechanical expressions 
for nonadiabatic electron transfer reactions where the role 
of configurational changes in the first coordination layer 
was incorporated in the theory. The probability for the 
electron transfer process was recast in terms of a general­
ized line shape function including the contribution of both 
the high-frequency modes of the first coordination layers 
and the low frequencies of the external medium resulting in 
manageable expressions. The present formulation provides 
an extension of the classical approach of Marcus and Hush 
to include the role of the first coordination layer, and of the 
early quantum mechanical theory of Levich and Dogo- 
nadze611 who disregarded these effects. Recent efforts by 
Dogonadxe*'10'12 and others11'13'14 have also begun to in­
clude these contributions but in a less formal way. It is 
gratifying that the conventional simple-minded concepts of 
the ionic solvation and of the structure of the solvated elec­
tron, separating the role of the first solvation layer and the 
polarizable medium outside it, can be incorporated into a 
quantum mechanical rate theory for outer-sphere electron 
transfer. The present treatment is analogous to electron re­
laxation in a large supermolecule. The pertinent informa­
tion for the relevant displacements and frequencies in the 
first coordination layer ia obtained from structural and 
spectroscopic data, while the other medium is represented 
as a continuum dielectric. Thus this approximation in Lev- 
ich's approach which was recently criticized by Bockria27 
can be relaxed. It ia important to note (see Appendix B) 
that the treatment of the outer medium in terms of polaron
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theory does not imply treating ita interaction with a loosely 
bound electron (i.e., tha transferred electron) as suggested 
hy Bockris.27 Rather, polaron theosy is applied to account 
for the response of the polar medium to tha influence of the 
charge distribution of the ionic species in the initial and 
the final states, thus accounting properly for the configura­
tional chargee in the external medium. The present treat­
ment rests on the relation between the bimolecular rate 
constant and the nonradiative electron transfer probability 
which are related in terms of an integral of an approximate 
distribution fraction. Thus relative ionic motion ia disre­
garded. Schmidt2* in his early work had attempted to ac­
count for the role of relative ionic motion on electron trans­
fer processes. Unfortunately, Schmidt's early formulation 
of the electron transfer problem is open to some serious 
criticism.2* The Hamiltonian employed by him (eq 7 ref 
28a) ia utkappropriate aa it omita some crucial terms which 
involve the lon-aolvent interaction. It ia desirable to write 
the Hamiltonian in the Schrtidinger representation as was 
done by us before proceeding to second quantization for­
mation. In his formal treatment Schmidt disregards the re­
verse reactions in the derivation of eq 12 of ref 28a which is 
inconsistent with the general' formalism. Finally, in the 
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function21* 
Schmidt assumes that the coefficients are time indepen­
dent, which is not valid in general. In addition, there are 
some other technical details in Schmidt's work2* regarding 
commutation relations which were not properly handled. 
Thus we believe that Schmidt’s results2* cannot be consid­
ered as a valid extension of the Levich's theory. W e  assert 
that the role of ionic diffusion is stall open. It should be 
noted, however, that the approximation of electron transfer 
between stationary ions is consistent with the adiabatic ap­
proximation and as thus it is not expected that ionic diffu­
sion will result in appreciable corrections for the rate con­
stant for these activated processes.
The final form of our rate expressions are summarized by 
eq V.l, V.4, and V.10. It |a important to note that the quan­
tum mechanical expression utilizing a continum model out­
side the first coordination layer yields free energy contribu­
tions for the external solvent bulk. W e  did not attempt to 
follow conventional chemical treatments separating the 
free energy and the enthalpy of activation but rather de­
fined the activation energy uia eq IV.9 and V.16. The acti­
vation energy at room temperature includes a 10-20% tem­
perature-dependent corrections due to quantum effects of 
the first coordination layer in systems where huc ~  400 
cm-1. The outer medium can always be handled classic­
ally, as in view of its low characteristic frequency, extreme­
ly low and physically inaccessible temperatures will be re­
quired to study quantum effects originating from the effect 
of these modes.
The preexponential factor for the nonadiabatic rate con­
stant exhibits a strong dependence on the scaling parame­
ter of the electronic wave function. Ita value depends on 
the behavior of the electronic wave functions at large dis­
tances, which is very poorly given even by the best avail­
able Hartiee-Fock approximations. Similar problems were 
encountered in theoretical studies on electron mobility and 
triplet exdton band structure in molecular crystals in 
which the excess electron and the triplet exciton 'band 
structures are determined by intramolecular election ex­
change or electron transfer matrix elements. The choice of 
v ~  I cm-1 is reasonable aa much lower valuea suggested by 
the Hortree-Fock calculations for Fe24 will result in an un-
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physically low value for the electron transfer probability. 
Under three circumttancea condition 111.22 will be aatiafled 
and outar-ephare electron tranafer reactiona will be alwaya 
nonadiabatic and exceedingly clow. Adiabatic electron 
tranafer prooaaaea aa advocated by Marcus require that 
t'av.b* > Ab T' ao that Interference effects are crucial.
Nonadiabatic proceaaaa will occur when Interference ef­
fecta are negligible. The uaual aemlclaealcal deccrtption of a 
nonadiabatic traniition is provided by implying that the 
•plitting of the zero-order potential aurfacee at tha Inter­
section point ia '‘amall.'' Levich and Dogonadxe*'1* have 
provided a complete eemiclaacical criterion for the applica­
bility of the nonadiabatic limit. To the beat of our knowl­
edge a complete quantum mechanical formulation of the 
adiabatic caae haa not yet been provided. In thia context, 
Miea and Krauss90 have provided a simplified model (equal 
reeonance apacinga and widtha) which exhibita the transi­
tion from the adiabatic to the nonadiabatic caae. Thia for­
malism is not applicable for the present problem as the res­
onance widtha cannot be taken as constant, but rapidly in­
creasing toward the intersection of the potential surfaces. 
Our nonadiabatic theory incorporating quantum effects of 
the first coordination layer results in a transmission coeffi­
cient of s ~  10-4, whon the temperature coefficient of the 
dielectric constant is neglected.33 Similarly by the same 
calculations many other outer-sphere electron transfer 
reactions would exhibit transmission coefficients of 10-a to 
10~4 and we would have to concur with Levich* that these 
processes correspond to nonadiabatic reactions. This nona­
diabatic pattern in ionic solution is similar to many non­
radiative processes in solids such as thermal ionizations 
and thermal electron capture which are adequately de­
scribed in terms of second-order perturbation theory and 
where comparison with experiment provides a legitimate 
basis for the validity of the nonadiabatic limit. The relev- 
ent parameters for thermal electron tranafer in solution 
and for thermal electron capture or ionization in solids are 
quite similar, so we believe that nonadiabatic outer-sphere 
electron transfer processes in polar solvents are encoun­
tered, jn real life.
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Appendix, A. Quantum Mechanical Manipulation
In this appendix we provide the details of the quantum 
mechanical treatment of the wave function of the Hamilto­
nian (II.l) Let us first rewrite the Hamiltonian (1.2) in two 
alternative forms
(A. la)
.*• =  //„ + V,t +  T. 
=  H rt + V.„ +  T.
Um •- 1, ) V „  + ff» +  H» + V,b +
*. + ff. f K,„* + Vtol*
« i', ♦ V* + + /fb + Vtb +
H,+U.+ V,„* + V,„*
Following the conventional treatment applied for the 
separation of electronic and nuclear motion one can define 




where r and Q  refer to all the electronic coordinate* and to 
all the nuclear coordinates of the system, respectively. Tb* 
complete ortbonormal set |*»<| represent all the electronic 
state* of the total system with the excess electron localised 
on center A  (i.e., the ground and excited states of the pair 
(AN+ +  B*44)]. Each of these electronic states is character­
ized by the nuclear potential energy surface t̂ (Q). Similar­
ly the act | ♦by| characterized by the nuclear potential sur­
face* <by(Q) describe* the ground and the excited electronic 
states of the pair (A1*4114 + B * ”1*4), From the mathe­
matical point of view either of these two basis sets is ade­
quate for the expansion of the total time-dependent wave 
function ♦(r.Quf) of the system
*(r,Q , I) = 2 Z x .,(Q ,0 * „  =  2 £ x w(Q,l)*b,
(A, 3)
where 2xw and 2xw ere expansion coefficients. However, 
such an expansion is inadequate from the practical point of 
view as a large number of basis functions of type ai (includ­
ing continuum states) will be required to describe the sys­
tem with the extra electron on center b. One should follow 
chemical intuition by setting
* ( r , Q , t )  = £ x a <Q, i)*a (A. 4)
(A.l)
where
where the index a spans both ai and bj. The time-depen­
dent Schrfidinger equation for the total system yields a 
coupled set of equations for the expansion coefficient* x„
Esflefn + «,(Q) - <»£] x«(Q. t) »
-£<**I f/*al*a)xJQ, (>£<*»\LI*a>X«(Q, I) (A.5)a a
where () refers to integration over electronic coordinate*. L 
is the Born-Oppenbeimer breakdown operator
X*“ = 2l*f5Q + 1QT (a-6)
The electrostatic interaction is defined by
{/,„ =  Urt for a e ai; l/„ for a  t b )  (A. 7) 
j is the electronic overlap matrix6«b = <*.l*a> =
<8.*; a, P e t t i e r  a,  0cl>J 
lSo4; o  « af, |3 € bj or a  t  bj, p c ai * . 
Defining the inverses-1 of the overlap matrix
Z S r . X e  =  S*. (A.0)
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eq A.7 can be racait in the form
[r„ + ««»- w£]Xr.
(a . 10)« 0
Regrouping the diagonal matrix dementi from the right* 
hand side of eq A. 10 we get
[r„ + «,<«> + <*r|u„|*,> + Isg-'ftlff* + 
l|*,> -M^]Xr = -[E(*r|y„ + l|*.> +
EZV'<*.iK. + *l*.>lx. (a.IDo*r <#r J
Thii coupled eel of equations for the nuclear motion is gen­
eral. For the sake of simplicity and relevance let us assume 
that +, corresponds to one of the two ground state elec­
tronic wave functions +,o "  ♦« or ♦ »  ■* ♦!>• The first sum 
of the right-hand-side of eq ISrthen involves direct cou­
pling between the ground state y with the ground electron­
ic state on the other site and with excited electronic states 
on both sites. The second sum involves an overlap correc­
tion to the coupling between the lowest zaro-order elec­
tronic states on the two sites and overlap exchange contri­
butions of excited states. Restricting tho treatment to a two 
electronic level system +. and ♦(* and neglecting the con­
tribution of the nonadiabatic operator L eq A.11 now re­
duces to the following pair of equations
[r* + «,(<?) + + stt-*<*1)|i'J*.> -
= l<*al,7*bl*e> + iV'<* b|U*l*slx»
(A.12a)
| same as (A. 12a) with b in place of a and vice 
versa)xk - |same as (A.IZa) with b in place of a 
and vice versa It, (A. 12b) 
Following conventional procedures and neglecting the 
terms on the right-hand side eq A.12 one obtains the eigen­
value equations for the (zero order) vibrational wave func­
tions xu'1*4* and xtw0*4* of the two electronic states
Ir* 4 t.te) + +
- BJhs.0 = o
[same as above with b in place of a and a in place 
ofbJx*,0 =  0 (A. 13) 
The energies and jfb»° represent the zero-order vi- 
bronic states *«x«u° and 4'bXtw0 corresponding to the 
ground electronic states of the systems (A"+ 4- B“ +) rad 
(A,A,+,t+ + B (W_1I+), respectively. Again, each of the seta 
lxav°l and (xbu°| completely spans the nuclear space.
The general nuclear functions Xl(Q) and Xb>(Q) can be 
expanded in the complete zero-order basis sets
X.(Q,l)=i:c..(tW(Q)exp[-jE..tl]
r i 1 tA,M)
X s (Q ,0  = w u
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Utilising eq A M  we a n  immediately led to the equations 
of motion for the expansion coefficijnts
t“ = -i;c»-o)v.nk.«p[- £(*»„• - *„*)i]
(A. IB)
= -IZCa.V'w.a.espf- Jte..1 -«ra°)»]
resulting in the conventional expressions for the transition 
probability in second order.
Appendix B. Origin Displacements far the Polar 
Medium by Model Polaron Theory 
The nuclear Hamiltonians for the initial and final states 
3C* =  T p «  +  T /  + / . ( « * ,  « a )  +  * . ( « « )
CB.1)
K? =  T*" +  V  +  /»(«*, <is> + ft(Q«)
which will be separated into the contributions of the first 
coordination lever and the medium outside it
X*’* =  +  «,*•» (B.2)
where (he continuum Hamiltonian ia
a ,1 =  V  +  g,{Q«) i  rn a,b (B.3)
The Hamiltonian (B.3) can be handled by using the formal 
results of polaron theory as suggested by Levich. W e  shall 
apply the formalism of Frohllch and Allcock for the strong 
coupled polaron to drive the reduced displacements A, and 
show how our result reduces to that of Levich. The physical 
situation is essentially as follows: in the initial state of the 
continuum at x is polarized by a charge distribution (s -  
xo), where xo is ra arbitrary origin, while in the final state b 
the change distribution is p^x -  xo). The polar modes can 
be represented in terms of the Fourier components of tbs 
polarization field, the coordinate and conjugate momentum 
of the V component being qy and Pm, respectively. The 
formulation of the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the Har- 
tree approach for the strongly coupled polaron except that 
the change distributions p1(x - xo) (i ■ a,b) are static. The 
strongly coupled polaron Hamiltonian is
a .1 =  £(/>.’ + q*) +  £[<(«„'* -  a .')p c -
(«,*• + «,%„] (B.4) 
where the linear coupling coefficients are
<*,' = ^ ^ * y / ,(i/»)/d,x exp(iv x)p(x -  X,)
(B.5)
beta the polaron coupling constant is
= m  ( m ; ) ®-fl)
while S  is the reduced volume, Q
S = (2mw„/Jf),/,n (B.7)
and the polaron coupling term is
C = 0V' - /), ') (B.8)
As a* = a and or.,* = a ,  one can define new 
field coordinates for n > 0
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m (l//3)(q, + q.J
qu  u  U / m p .  - />.,) (B.B)
/>,,.= (l/V S)(p, + p  „> 
p ,, = (l/yS)(<7, -  q.,)
The Hamiltonian (A.4) takes the form
-  E W  + + P t ,  + /»».’) “I*
El^K1 + (*,%, + V5(«,‘ - (B.10)(OH
Comparing (A.8) with • general harmonic Hamiltonian we 
notice that the displacements of the origina of the normal 
polar modei induced by the atatic charge diatribution |i* 
(relative to the unperturbed medium) are
A,/ = <l/iA)(a./ + a,1)
A,.' - (1//Z)K' - a,') 
which fmm eq A.6 are
•̂ ip1 - (rJdVt cos (v *x)p'(x •• An)
(B.12) 
A a.' " ( — |^) ' p.fd’x sin (vx)p'(x - Xo)
both of these displacements are real.
The relative displacements between the two states a and 
b A * "  A* - Ab are from (B.11)
(B.13) 
(B.14)
The relevant energy parameter E m 8 (eq 11.8) is now 
- A,.*? + (Aj„* -
(B. 15)
Utilizing eq A.1U we get
Hu " { ^ L -J d ’x c o s  (V- x)||l*(» -
M - PiMa v„)f + E ^ l d \  sin (r- X)lp*(x -
- Xo)]*
Performing the relevant integrations in (A.14) end using
=
wo i;el
A«8 - Jj'd'xdJx({lp*(x - v0) I 
,lb(t V„)||ff(v' - Vq) + pV - *,i)|}/|a- - v'|)
-  — IJdVd^'llpVxJp’tx') f p W V )  +
2p*(.v)pV)l/|v - x'U (B. 18)
A* = Alera2*
A|, ̂ *1.*- l̂.#
Ajy = 2̂,*- A,."
11M
’Ifcis ia our final result. Equation B.16 can be recast in 
terms of tha displacement  vectors D* and Dk in the initial 
and final states. It is easy to show that
JLjb'D'd** (B .1 7 )
so that we get Levich'a result
*t' - ̂ J0>* ~ d*
W e  have eipceed the derivation of the E m 8 term in consid­
erable detail to demonstrate that the application of polaron 
theory to the promt problem doea not involve the conven­
tional picture of one loosely bound electron (i.e., the trans­
ferred electron) with the polar liquid, but rather the energy. 
changes accompanying tha response of the medium to the 
different static charge distributions in the initial and in the 
final ita tee. Our final expression is, of course, equivalent to 
I he results of many other researchers.i' i 
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